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HARLEM-1941

INT. COTTON CLUB NIGHT-

The legendary Cotton Club, whites and blacks mix culturally in the smoky,
darkened room.

On stage is a stunning black woman singing Duke Ellington's "Take the A Train"
backed by a five piece band.

At the bar, a slim black man in his 20's nervously sips a drink and darts glances
around the room.

Through the entrance of the club three sinister figures enter. The man, WILLY,
sees the figures, nervously gulps down the last Jf his drink and makes a quick exit
through the kitchen.

The sinister threesome make their way through the crowd.

IN THE KITCHEN of the Cotton Club, WILLY runs through. A waiter yells at him:

WAITER

Say, boy! What you doin' back here? You ain’t supposed to be back here!

WILLY

Sorry, man, just lookin' for the can!

And WILLY runs out the back.

The three sinister figures enter into the kitchen.

WAITER

Well what the hell is this? Grand Central Station ?

One of the figures pulls out a pistol and shoots the waiter.
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EXT. ALLEY BEHIND COTTON CLUB-NIGHT-

Through mist and ever-lenghtening shadows, WILLY runs along the alley, knocking
into trashcans.

The three figures pursue.

Through mazes of alleys WILLY is pursued.

Finally, he ducks into a small deli off of an alley.

It is SOLLY'S DELI in the heart of Harlem.

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

The little dive is full of character and characters, an overhead ceiling fan spreads
the thick cigar smoke.

WILLY rushes in, looking to make sure he's not being followed.

From the counter, a gangly Jewish kid yells:

SOLLY

Hey! Shut the door, will ya? This ain’t no barn!

WILLY, a bit dazed, closes the door and saunters up to the counter.

SOLLY

So, what’ll it be?

WILLY

Umm, gimme a double-decker pastrami sandwich---

A customer yells out:

CUSTOMER

Hey, Solly, toss me a pack o’ Camels, willya ?

SOLLY

Yeah, you toss me 22 cents, first!
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CONTINUED-

CUSTOMER

Aw, Solly, can't you put it on my tab?

SOLLY

I'll wipe my ass with your tab---it don't pay the light bills

SOLLY winks at BENNY, a young black kid who chews on a toothpick while
prepping orders.

SOLLY

Ain't that right, Benny?

BENNY

You got that right---

A young black girl in a tight black dress comes UP to WILLY.

SEDUCTRESS

Hi, William. I have a present for you.

She hands him a single black rose, kisses him, then leaves. WILLY's eyes are
the size of silver dollars.

There is a deathly hush in the deli: everyone knows what this means.

Frantic, WILLY runs out of the deli.

EXT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

WILLY shoots nervous glances UP and down the street. He starts running
down the street.

An evil looking 1938 black Cadillac 4-door slowly follows him.
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EXT. HARLEM STREETS-NIGHT-

WILLY is running, frantic, screaming nonsense.

The Cadillac pursues him until WILLY is cornered into an alley.

The Cadillac seals the alley. The three sinister figures emerge.

WILLY falls into some trash cans, hysterical.

The long shadows in the blue light creep UP and over WILLY.

WILLY

Say, brothers, lemme alone, I'll get your cash! I swear
to God I will !

From the back of the Cadillac an arm emerges, points at WILLY, snaps its
fingers and motions to come forward.

The three hoods rush WILLY, grab him and quickly stuff him into the back of
the Caddy.

The Cadillac disappears into the night.

INT. CADILLAC-NIGHT-

In the back seat sits the GODFATHER of Harlem, WILLY, and one of the
hoods.

GODFATHER

You've been avoiding me, Willy. Aren't you too old to be playing
hide and seek?

WILLY

Come on, brothuh!

GODFATHER

Don't give me any of this "Brother" shit!

WILLY

I can get you the dough, but I ain't got it right now!

GODFATHER

You've had long enough. Times up.
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EXT. WATERFRONT-NIGHT-

The Cadillac pulls up to the pier, eerily lit in blue mist. Foghorns sound in the
distance as do the clanging on the buoys.

All occupants of the Caddy emerge. Two of the hoods have a tight grip on
WILLY.

WILLY

Whatta we doing at the waterfront---

GODFATHER

You're smarter than I thought, Willy.

WILLY

What we doin' here, man?

GODFATHER

Ever hear of “Time to feed the fishes?”

HOOD 1

Feed the fish. The plural of fish is---

The GODFATHER reaches into his ankle holster and produces a snub-nosed
automatic. He shoots HOOD 1 in the foot:

GODFATHER

That’s what you get for questioning me…

He strolls over to WILLY. The heater is aimed between WILLY's eyes. The
hoods let go.

WILLY squeezes his eyes shut and attempts to plead, but only chattering teeth
are heard.

GODFATHER

Start walking---

WILLY turns to start walking away. The hoods grab him and point him in the
direction of the water.

GODFATHER

THIS way, moron!
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WILLY

But I can't swim!

GODFATHER

That's the whole idea, numbskull! Enough stalling
--start walking!

GODFATHER grins broad as he cocks the gun.

A nice, long shot shows WILLY at gunpoint walking toward the edge of the pier.

Suddenly, a large, jagged shadow casts over the dock, consuming the
GODFATHER, WILLY and the HOODS.

From the shadowed figure a shadow of huge wings unfold. The GODFATHER
stops dead in his track.

GODFATHER

Oh, shit. Not him again---

A deep, booming voices pierces the waterfront sounds:

PHOENIX

That's enough---leave him alone.

WILLY turns to look at the shadowy figure. His eyes bug out.

WILLY

Sweet Jesus!!!

GODFATHER

Not even close---

The GODFATHER turns to face his old archenemy:

A tall, muscular black man with a bird-like mask and wing-like cape towers over
the pier. The PHOENIX has arrived.

GODFATHER yells to his hoods:

GODFATHER

Don't just stand there, ice the jackass!

HOOD 2

You KNOW he always whoops our asses!
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GODFATHER (shrugging)

Ahh, shit, do what you can…

The hoods look at each other, take a deep breath, and with all their might and
determination, rush the mighty PHOENIX.

The GODFATHER has to look the other way.

With lightning speed a golden sword is produced from the PHOENIX, the
PHOENIX spins it around like a propellor blade, effortlessly stunning the three
thugs.

Another sinister car screeches to a halt at the pier. Four hoods jump out, pistols
in hand.

GODFATHER

Thanks for stopping by, boys.
Let's show this birdbrain how we do things downtown---

The hoods start hailing fire at the PHOENIX, the whizzing golden sword deflects
the bullets with lightning speed and accuracy. When the bullets are gone, the
PHOENIX menacingly approaches
the hoods.

HOOD 3

The hell with this, let's get outta here!

Before they can split, police cars come wailing onto the scene.

The PHOENIX secrets his golden sword into his winglike cape and rounds up
the hoods.

A "Flatfoot" jumps out of the patrol car.

FLATFOOT

Thanks for the tip-off, Phoenix, you really came through again !

PHOENIX

Just doing my job, officer.

The cops stuff the hoods into the patrol car.

The FLATFOOT cop handcuffs the GODFATHER and leads him away.
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GODFATHER

I'll get you, you damn big ugly bird, I don't care how long it takes!

FLATFOOT

Where you're going you'll be gone a long time, Leroy---

GODFATHER

Don't call me that! I'm the Godfather, and don't you forget it!

The GODFATHER is stuffed into the patrol car.

The PHOENIX smiles broadly, revealing a gold star with a tiny diamond in his
tooth.

The PHOENIX turns, getting into a purple roadster, and streaks away into the
foggy night.

BLACK OUT!

HARLEM-THE PRESENT

ESTABLISHING SHOTS OF HARLEM OF THE 90's-NIGHT

INT. ALVIN'S BEDROOM-NIGHT-

The music is bellowing out of a boom box balanced precariously atop a tall,
skinny bongo drum in the corner of ALVIN's bedroom.

All about the bedroom are stacks of comic books, mixed with mothballs, roach
spray and rat traps.

ALVIN is a skinny, awkward kid of 19. He readies himself for a hot night: attired
in ripped jeans, fake leather jacket, flat-top do, multiple dangling earrings and
flip-up shades.

ALVIN flips down the shades, looking into his mirror. He does a quick turn
around, snapping his fingers and pointing at his reflection.

ALVIN

You're one dope mother---

He licks his fingers and smoothes his hair.

ALVIN

Look out, world, here I come---
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ALVIN opens his window, grabs his boom box, and leaves via the fire escape.

EXT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT BUILDING-NIGHT-

ALVIN climbs down the stairs, jumps to the ground, almost dropping his tunes
box, then heads to his motor scooter: which has just been stripped.

ALVIN

Aww, shit, not again!!!

INT. PRISON-NIGHT-

The main release desk.

At the desk is the GODFATHER, now seventysomething, a grizzly white beard,
whitish hair, gravelly voice: still dressed in

a pin-striped suit and spats.

He collects the last of his personal belongings.

DESK SERGEANT

That does it. You're a free man at last, Leroy---

GODFATHER

I told you before, chump, I'm the Godfather---

DESK SERGEANT

Yeah, whatever---

BAILIFF

Come on---

The GODFATHER is escorted out.

EXT. PRISON-NIGHT-

Outside the prison gates a stretch Rolls Royce limo, black, awaits. Standing by
the driver's side is SALDUCCI, a huge Italian mute.

The GODFATHER exits and looks around. He looks up at the near full moon.

From the back seat emerges the MONSIGNOR (MONSR.), the youngest and
coldest, crime kingpin of modern day Harlem. Dressed in the absolute finest
threads with an overcoat thrown over his shoulders.

GODFATHER

Teddy!
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MONSR.

Man, I told you, it’s Monsignor !

[He smiles]

Hi, Gpop---welcome back.

A snap of the MONSR. 's fingers and SAL gets the GODFATHER's small
satchel and throws it into the trunk.

EXT. BUS STOP-NIGHT-

ALVIN is waiting for a bus, his tunes box still pumping. A carload of kids whiz by
in a car, throwing a cup of Coke on him:

KID IN CAR

Get a car, loser !!!

They streak off laughing while ALVIN tries to clean himself UP with some
dignity. One of the other young guys waiting for the bus snickers.

ALVIN

What you laughing at, fool ?

MAN AT BUS STOP

You. Fool.

ALVIN

Okay, that’s what I thought…

INT. MONSR. LIMO-NIGHT-

Travelling along. In the back is the GODFATHER, sandwiched in between
MONSR. and the MONSR. 's right hand man, BILLY.

The GODFATHER gazes out the window every once in a while in mild
amazement as they converse.

GODFATHER

You know, Teddy. All the while I was in the slammer
I had only two things on my mind: getting even with the
damn big ulgy bird that put me there--- and getting some tail.
Any of my babes still kicking?

MONSR.

Are you shittin' me?
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GODFATHER

I may be old but I ain't dead. And what’s with this Monsignor
crap??

MONSR.

I I'm pretty hot shit around here, now.

GODFATHER

Yeah, well last time I saw you you were a small warm turd---

BILLY explodes with laughter. SAL decides to join in, waiving his arms wildly,
gurgling sounds emitting from his throat.

GODFATHER

What the hell's wrong with him ???

MONSR.

That's Salducci. he's a mute.

BILLY

And Italian.

GODFATHER

It's probably a good thing, then…

INT. COMIC BOOK STORE-NIGHT

Cruising through the establishment.

Rows and rows of comic books on racks and in cardboard boxes. Bright
fluorescent lights flood the store.

CCTV cameras buzz back and forth scanning the store.

The COMIC CASHIER is an unshaven, balding white man with armsful of
tattoos. He smokes a cigarette while keeping an eye of the CCTV monitors and
reading his Hustler magazine.

ALVIN's tunes box is obviously annoying him. ALVIN has the blaster teetering
on his shoulder while his other hand is flipping through a BLACK PANTHER
comic book.

Another younger kid goes up to ALVIN.
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KID

Hey, brother, you supposed ta be lifting the shit, not reading it---

ALVIN

Be cool, I'm settin' the white dude up, can't you tell?

KID

No.

At a rack in the corner, behind a wall of boxes, two little brothers are stashing
comics into their jackets.

ALVIN shakes his head in disapproval.

He walks over to them.

ALVIN

Hey, little bro's, you're going about it all wrong, now
take it from a pro---

LITTLE KID

Back-off, fag-boy. We been doin' this shit since we been four and
ain't been caught yet, so just turn yo' black ass around and dash--

CASHIER yells across the store:

CASHIER

Hey! What the hell you kids UP to over there ?

LITTLE KID 2

We just kickin’ it, so chill out, Wonder Bread…

CASHIER

I think you little shits have been here long enough,
now either buy or get the hell out!

LITTLE KID 2

I think we got us a racist here…whatsa matter,
Jethro, you don’t like black boys in your store?
I think we need to call Jesse Jackson on your racist
ass…let’s get outta here…

The two little kids leave the store without paying for the stash they secreted into
their jackets.
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EXT. COMIC BOOK STORE-NIGHT-

The two little kids exit and fall against the wall, cracking up as they pullout their
stash.

INT. COMIC BOOK STORE-NIGHT-

ALVIN quietly saunters up to the counter with a Black Panther comic.

ALVIN

I'd like to buy this---please.

The CASHIER takes it and starts to ring it. He stops.

CASHIER

Wait a minute---turn around. Lift up your jacket---

ALVIN does so, revealing three other books stuffed in his pants.

EXT. COMIC BOOK STORE-NIGHT-

ALVIN is thrown out of the book store on his ass. The tunes box comes flying
out, ALVIN grabs it just in time.

The little kids are in stitches.

LITTLE KID 1

[Mimicking]Yo' goin' about it all wrong!

LITTLE KID 2

Take it from a pro!

ALVIN

Shows how much you know---I did that on purpose to show you
how humiliating it is to be caught---

BOTH KIDS TOGETHER shout in unison:

KIDS

Bullshit!

They give each other skin, then tear off down the street laughing.
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The comic book store is thrown in total darkness, throwing a gloom on the
sidewalk.

The CASHIER exits, pulls across a metal gate and locks it with a padlock.

He pulls the cigarette out of his mouth, looking at ALVIN:

ALVIN

I'm sorry, sir---

CASHIER

Beat it, spade, or I'll call the cops---

The CASHIER hobbles away, coughing and spitting, the cigarette stuck in his
mouth.

After the CASHIER:

ALVIN

My daddy is a cop!!! Shit---

ALVIN stands motionless. He shuts off his tunes, then walks down the dark
sidewalk.

INT. MONSR.·S PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

A palatial penthouse overlooking MANHATTAN. The GODFATHER looks out the
window.

GODFATHER

God damn---look at this. Everybody looks just like ants
down there---

MONSR.

Those probably are ants, I'm having the place fumigated Monday.

GODFATHER

So what's a dump like this cost these days?

MONSR.

This little number lists at a million six. But I own
the whole building, and that comes to 60 million.
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GODFATHER goes nosing around:

GODFATHER

Now where'd you get that kinda chump change ?

MONSR.

I'm a commodities broker. Gold, silver--precious gems.
I don't do none of the Crack shit that's going on down the
streets these days--- You screw with the Colombians
and you got 150 mad dogs with a machine gun up your ass before
you can spit. That's what did dad in--- although he did leave me a
pretty healthy estate---

GODFATHER is in the kitchen, he opens the fridge and sees a vase with black
roses:

GODFATHER

Well I'm glad to see some things don't change.

Closes the fridge, wanders back out into the living quarters:

SAL has a IPod on and is bopping around the pad.

GODFATHER

What the hell's his problem now???

MONSR. seizes the IPod from a pissed SAL, he hands the IPod to the
GODFATHER.

MONSR.

Here, check it out. This is what's fresh these days---

MONSR. places the headset onto the GODFATHER and turns up the volume with
something from 50 Cent.

The GODFATHER yanks the headset off of his head:

GODFATHER

What the hell is that crap?
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BILLY

No, no, Mr. W, it’s called RAP not CRAP…

INT. PUBLIC BUS-NIGHT-

Passengers are sparse, save for some punks in the back, screaming, spitting,
cutting up the upholstery, spray painting graffiti on the windows.

One of the punks stands and yells at the bus driver:

PUNK 1

Hey, ass face, stop the bus…

The bus pulls over.

ALVIN is seated alone, clutching his prized tunes box. A Puerto Rican dude gets
on the bus. The punks swagger to the Puerto Rican Dude.

PUNK 1

Why don’t you people go back to Mexico where you
came from…

PUERTO RICAN DUDE

I’m from Puerto Rico…

PUNK 1

Well I was born in America, Pedro…

ALVIN

Hey, leave him alone…

One of the Punks flips open a switchblade:

PUNK 2

I don’t recall anybody asking you to say a Goddamjned thing,
Amos…

ALVIN pulls back. The punks grab his tunes box.
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EXT. BUS STOP 128TH STREET-NIGHT-

The gang de-buses and into the arms of a half-dozen NYPD.

COP #1

Okay, JOY ride's over---

PUNK 1

What is this shit ?

COP #1

We've been following you guys all night, we'll
read the list of charges in the car. Let's go---

ALVIN jumps off the bus:

ALVIN

Hey! Wait a minute! Those guys have my tunes!! !

PUNK 2

You want your shit, Sambo ? Go fetch…

The punk heaves ALVIN's tunes box over the roof of the bus and into the middle
of the street. It is immediately run over by a truck.

ALVIN

Did you see that!!!

COP #1

Be glad he didn’t do that to you…

The punks are shoved into the patrol cars and the cars streak away into the night.

ALVIN dodges cars to pick UP the remains of his tunes box. Just as he's ready
to get back on the bus the bus pulls away. ALVIN stands there looking like he's
going to cry. He turns and starts walking down the middle of the street.
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INT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT- HIS PARENTS' BEDROOM-NIGHT-

His mother and father, both in their 60's, are trying to sleep. Outside are noises of
people yelling, sirens, shots, dogs barking, etc.

His father is restless. He turns with a loud belch.

BEA

Oh, Jesus, Benny, will you knock that off--

BENNY

I'm sorry, Muffin, you know what happens every time I eat black-
eyed peas---

BEA

Well go take something for that 'fore it starts comin' out elsewhere---

BENNY

Aw, honey, I don't want to go into the kitchen---there are things in
here--Things that move in the night---

BEA

Ain't nothin' in there gonna hurt you.

BENNY

Awright, awright---

BENNY (ALVIN's dad) gets up, wraps a robe around himself and heads into the
kitchen.

INT. KITCHEN-NIGHT-

BENNY peaks around the corner. He flips the light switch on, the kitchen comes
alive with scampering cockroaches.

BENNY takes a rolled magazine after them.

BENNY

Go on! Git outta here!!! I pay the damn rent here, not you guys!!!

They all disappear. BENNY gets a glass, fills it with water and drops in a capful of
Bromo Seltzer. He drinks it down in disgust. A loud belch issues. He outs the light
and goes back to the bedroom.

It's too noisy for him.
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BENNY (to himself)

Shit, I can't sleep. Sounds like a war goin' on out there---

He shuffles over to the TV set, turns it on and flops into his favorite easy chair.

TV ANNOUNCER

Also in the news, former Harlem Kingpin and self-proclaimed
Godfather, Leroy Wilson, was released from prison today after fifty
years imprisonment---

BENNY bolts forward---

BENNY

Bea!!! Bea!!! Get out here! You here what the man said?

TV ANNOUNCER

---Wilson was sentenced to prison in 1941 ending a five year reign
of terror as chief racketeer over Harlem.

BEA comes shuffling out:

BEA

Benny, what the hell are you doin', it's after eleven---

BENNY

They let the Godfather out!!! Look!!

TV ANNOUNCER

When asked his plans, Wilson had this to say:

TV cuts from anchorman to the GODFATHER, still in prison:

GODFATHER

When I'm out I'm only goin' after three things: my old babes, a good
cigar, and that big ugly bird that put me here---

BENNY chuckles:

BENNY

'The big ugly bird,' shit, Bea, I almost forgot about that one---
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BEA

What big ugly bird ???

BENNY

That cat that called himself the PHOENIX--- shit, I haven't heard
about him in ---sixty years---

BEA

I never believed any of that nonsense about some guy dressed up
like a bird goin' around fighting crime---that's cornie book stuff---

BENNY

But I saw him with my own eyes!

BEA

You was gassed, Benny, and you know it.

BENNY

What about Solly Epstein, he saw it, too!

BEA

He was gassed, too.

BENNY

Shit, I wonder if Solly knows about this ???

BENNY goes to the phone.

BEA

Ben! It's nearin' midnight!

BENNY

Hush, woman---this is news!

INT. SOLLY'S BEDROOM-NIGHT-

Young SOL is now an ancient, bald-headed, toothless old Jewish man. He snores
loudly.

The phone rings.
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His hand reaches out, picks up the receiver, and drops it into a glass of water
where his dentures soak. He resumes snoring.

INT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT~

BENNY

Solly! Solly! Are you there? It's me, Benny!
Wake up, you old fart!!! Shit!

He slams the phone down.

BEA

Come on back to bed, you old fart---

BENNY

Shit! Bad bad Leroy Wilson's back in town!! !

INT. MONSR. 's PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

GODFATHER, MONSR., BILLY and SAL sit around a conference table. They
have just finished a large meal , some Oriental servants clean up while others
serve cocktails.

GODFATHER

Tell me---do you guys wipe your own asses, or do you have
somebody do that, too?

MONSR.

It depends on who's doing the wiping.

SAL is clipping his nails, making horrifying, contorted faces.

GODFATHER

Lookit that---he's not gonna bite his tongue off, or anything

MONSR.

He can't. Someone already took care of that.
That's why he can't speak---

BILLY

Besides, he always looks like that when he concentrates---
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GODFATHER

Concentrates, huh---

MONSR. rises, exits, and returns with a gold plated cigar box. He approaches the
GODFATHER, opening the lid.

GODFATHER

My, my, my---

GODFATHER relishes the fine cigars a moment then makes his selection. He
rolls it between his hands, bites the tip off, then a servant rushes up with a lighter
to light the cigar. GODFATHER puts up his hand, then lights it himself.

MONSR. puts a cigar in his mouth, but allows the servant to light it for him.

GODFATHER

Sometimes it takes a whole lifetime just to appreciate that small
things in life--- Okay. Let's get down to business. I need you to get a
dozen of your best boys---it's time to go bird hunting---

MONSR.

I don't get you---

GODFATHER

I waited 50 years to get back at that cat that put my ass away---
The Phoenix!

MONSR.

Gpop, that was 50 years ago---There haven't been any big bird
sightings in 50 years.
Are you sure you all weren't loaded at the time ?

GODFATHER

I'm telling you the Phoenix is real!

MONSR.

So the guys gotta be, what, 80 by now?
What's he gonna do, gum us to death?
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GODFATHER

He'll be back---didn't you ever read your history books ? This cat
goes back to the slave ship days---He lives forever.

MONSR.

Well, forever or not, I'm not tying up my best men looking for some
ancient bird. I've got a business to run.

GODFATHER

Teddy---I spent 50 years in a shithole because of the Phoenix---It's
all I been able to think about, ways to pluck this ugly bird--You gotta
help me on this one---

MONSR.

Look, we'll talk about this in the morning---

MONSR. waves to one of the servants to prepare GODFATHER's sleeping
quarters.

GODFATHER

Where's he going?

MONSR.

To get your bed ready—

GODFATHER

Bed ??? I been sleeping for 50 years! I'm ready to party---

MONSR.

Sorry, I got a big day ahead of me, tomorrow. We're investing in
three more franchises for our operations. We'll talk about your bird
hunting tomorrow.

Servant ushers a disgruntled GODFATHER out.
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BILLY

What's this about a big bird?

MONSR.

Gpop is old, he's slipped a few cogs.
He thinks he was put away by a guy in a bird outfit---
If this gets out of hand we may have to retire Gpop, dig?

BILLY

Dig.

EXT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT-

ALVIN finishes putting some wheels back on his motorscooter and chains it up for
the night.

He jumps onto the fire escape ladder, hoists himself up and climbs up to his
room.

He opens his window and crawls through. He knocks over a lamp in process.

IN HIS PARENTS' BEDROOM-

Bea wakes up.

BEA

What was that ???

BENNY

I didn't do anything, I swear---

BEA

I heard a noise---

BEA gets up, putting on her robe.

INT. ALVIN'S BEDROOM-NIGHT-

ALVIN puts on a ski mask and stands in front of his mirror, pretending to be a
super-hero.
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ALVIN

How dare you punks mess with me---Don't you know that I am the
mighty Phantom--All those who oppose me shall be---

BEA opens ALVIN's door a crack and peaks through.

She sees a figure in a ski mask and thinks it's a robber. She

screams:

BEA

BEN!! BEN!! COME QUICK!!! THERE'S A ROBBER IN ALVIN'S
ROOM!! GET THE GUN!!!

ALVIN

Mom, it's me!!!

He tries to take off the mask, but it's hung up in his earrings.

BENNY bolts out of bed and grabs his rifle, running to ALVIN's

room:

BEA

BEN!! HURRY UP! ! !

BENNY

I'M A COMIN', SWEET PEA!!! HANG ON!!!

BENNY bursts into the half-darkened room, pointing the gun at ALVIN:

BENNY

YOU SONOFABITCH!!! GET OUTTA MY HOUSE!!

ALVIN

DAD! !! IT'S ME!!!

BENNY fires a shot, misses, but it takes out the mirror. With an "Oh shit!" ALVIN
leaps out the window.

BEA and BENNY rush to the window.
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BENNY

And stay out, dirty bastards! Break into my son's room like that---

BEA

By the way, Benny---where the hell is Alvin?

BENNY

Oh, who knows---said he was workin' late at the deli---come on, let's
get back to bed---

EXT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT-

ALVIN unchains his scooter and zips off into the night, still trying to get the ski
mask off.

EXT. WATERFRONT-NIGHT-

Overlooking the East River, ALVIN pulls up by the docks with his scooter and cuts
the motor. He sits on the scooter gazing at the lights twinkling in the river and the
passing barges.

He gets off the scooter and sits on some concrete blocks. He pulls out a pack of
Marlboro's, rips the cellophane off, shoves one into his mouth and lights it. He
immediately goes into spasms of choking until he smashes out the butt:

ALVIN

Shit. I can't do nothin' right. I wish I was never born--- I sure wish I
knew what good I was--- not good to anybody even myself--- I know-
--I'll make everyone's ass sorry! They kicked Alvin Tibbs for the last
time!

He takes off for the water, standing on the pier he clenches his eyes tight, holds
his nose and jumps in feet first.

A moment later he re-surfaces, arms flailing, choking:

ALVIN

AGGHHH!!! HELP ME!! HELP!!! SHITTTTT! !!!

He finally manages to climb back onto the pier, gasping and wheezing.

ALVIN

That was a dumb ass thing to do---

He looks at the water, some debris hangs from his earrings. He clears them off
and heads back to his scooter.
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He sits by his scooter and finally winds up asleep.

INT. MONSR.’S PENTHOUSE- NIGHT-

The MONSR. and BILLY sit at a desk overlooking the night city skyline. MONSR.
Lights up a cigarette.

BILLY

So who do we hit tomorrow?

MONSR.

I think we pay Mr. Weinstein a visit--He's having a little trouble
deciding if he wants to do business with us.

GODFATHER laughs, entering the room wearing a fancy satin robe.

GODFATHER

You're gonna hafta hang that one by the balls before he'll do things
your way---

MONSR.

Gpop, what are you doing up? This is a business meeting, you hear
me ?

GODFATHER

I'm family---I'm part of the business. How do fence this shit anyhow?

MONSR.

We smuggle the shit through the old timers' stores in Harlem. In deli
goods, cakes--seams in laundered clothes--- even hidden in shit at
the old pawn shop--- We take it in, our customers take it out. Nice
and clean.

GODFATHER

Weinstein's gonna be a bitch to crack.

MONSR.

He's not the only one. Most of the old timers are givin' us shit---You
know Clevinger ?
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GODFATHER

The china man---

MONSR.

Uh huh.

GODFATHER

Shouldn't be too tough. Go after his family, he'll break.

MONSR.

Old Jesse Thompson---

GODFATHER

Jesus, didn't anyone croak? That wimp doesn't have the spine God
gave a jellyfish---just tack a dead chicken on his door, he'll be shittin'
all the way to sunset---

MONSR.

And the last, toughest one---

GODFATHER

Don't tell me---Solomon Epstein---

MONSR.

Well I see they didn't take away your memory in the can---

GODFATHER

Solly Epstein---

MONSR.

Everyone and his brother eats at Solly's Deli, We could pump more
volume out of that front than anyplace else. That's why I got to have
it.

GODFATHER

That skinny ass Jew boy sure could kick some serious ass---Even
helped me out one time when some rivals nabbed me in the alley
behind his place. Him and this black cat, Benny, kicked those boys
asses allover the street. I just walked off dustin' my hat.
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I guess what I'm trying to say is, maybe you don't have to be as
rough on him---

MONSR.

I'll be as rough as I need to get what I want--- I'm a businessman, I
don't work for charity.

GODFATHER

Man, does that sound familiar. Teddy---

MONSR.

What is it, Gpop?

GODFATHER

You're gonna help me nail that bastard, aren't you ?

MONSR.

The Bird Man???

GODFATHER

Yes the Bird Man!!!

MONSR.

Oh Christ, Gpop! I told you I got a business to run!
I can't be runnin' after some mythological Goddam bird
you got it in for!

GODFATHER

That 'bird' screwed me out of 50 years of my life!

MONSR.

Well it's time to move on--- I ain't tying up my boys
bird-hunting something that don't even exist---
now get a life, Gpop---

GODFATHER

Fine. Thank you for your help. I guess I'll have to take
matters into my own hands. Goodnight---

He waddles off to bed.
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MONSR.

All this shit about a big bird---I think the old dude's lost it.
Now listen up, I want a slip of paper with the phone numbers and
addresses of all the people he knows, I gotta keep track of him, got
that ?

BILLY

Right. Then what?

MONSR.

Just watch his back, okay ?

EXT. PAWN SHOP- NIGHT-

Pulling in for a tight view, a heartbeat gets louder and louder.

INT. APARTMENT OVER PAWNSHOP- NIGHT-

In a bed, the old pawn shop owner, JESSE, lies on his back, eyes wide open.

Pulling from a wide shot to a tight shot of JESSE's eyes, growing wider and wider
with an inside realization.

The heartbeating gets louder.

CUT TO:

INT. MONSR. 's PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

The GODFATHER'S BEDROOM, MONSR. opens the door.

MONSR.

Gpop--- you asleep ?

No answer. He calls again. No answer. He gropes through the dark to the
GODFATHER's bed. It's empty! He rifles through the bed. He then turns on the
lights. No GODFATHER.

MONSR.

Shit!! !

MONSR. runs out of the room.

IN THE HALLWAY, he passes one of the servants:

MONSR.
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Monroe! Where's GPop?

MONROE

No could sleep---had chauffeur take for drive---

MONSR.

Aw, shit! Just what I need!!!

INT. MONSR. ‘S ROLLS ROYCE LIMO-NIGHT-

The GODFATHER is in the back seat, wearing his pin-striped suit and dapper hat.

Over the tape player blasts "Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea" much to
GODFATHER's content.

In the front, the CHAUFFEUR has cotton stuffed in his ears.

The GODFATHER opens a violin case revealing an automatic heater He loads it.

GODFATHER Now this is true soul music---

CHAUFFEUR unplugs one ear:

CHAUFFEUR

Say what???

GODFATHER

Never mind, just keep driving.

INT. MONSR.’S FERRARI-NIGHT-

The MONSR. speeds along in his red Ferrari 308 GTS. He gets onto his cellular
phone.

It rings and rings.

MONSR.

Answer the Goddam phone, Sammy!

INT. ROLLS ROYCE-NIGHT-

The cellular phone keeps ringing. The GODFATHER is puzzled.

GODFATHER
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Is that a damn phone ringing ?

Finally the CHAUFFEUR pulls a plug out of his ear and answers the phone.

CHAUFFEUR

Staff car number 12, this is Sammy—

MONSR.

Sammy, where the hell are you?

CHAUFFEUR

I'm giving your granddad a ride---

INT. FERRARI-NIGHT-

MONSR.

I know that dickweed, where to ?

CHAUFFEUR

I think we're heading to the East River.

MONSR.

Don't let him do anything until I get there!

MONSR, hangs up the phone and slams down the gas.

EXT. WATERFRONT-NIGHT-

The CHAUFFEUR has duct tape around his mouth and wrists as he sits in the
front of the limo.

Standing on the pier in the cold night air is the GODFATHER, all decked out for
war.

GODFATHER

Alright! Come on you pecker with wings, I'm waitin' for you---

It is the scene of GODFATHER's arrest 50 years ago. MONSR. 's Ferrari
screeches to a halt near the pier. The MONSR. gets out and slowly walks to the
pier.

MONSR.

Gpop, what in the hell are you doing?
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GODFATHER

Bird-hunting.

MONSR,

Gpop, you're gonna freeze your ass off out here---
come on back and I swear I'll help you get this Phoenix cat---

GODFATHER

I can't trust you, Teddy—

MONSR.

Stop calling me Teddy!

GODFATHER

Stop calling me Gpop!

MONSR.

Okay, okay, granddad---gimme the piece, we all go back to my
penthouse--I know a couple of chicks I could call, take your mind off
this Phoenix cat real fast---

GODFATHER

You don't understand, do you, Teddy. I was a young man with a
future---just like you--When this freak show thing kept hounding me
until finally he took away 50 of the best years of my life---

MONSR.

So, what you gonna do? Wait around here till he shows up?

GODFATHER

I waited 50 years---what's a few more days.

MONSR.

This is bullshit!!!. Gimme the piece right now!
Now don't piss me off!
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Up to the pier screeches BILLY in his Ford Pinto. He leaps out of his car.

MONSR.

Stay back there, Billy! Man's packin' a piece! ! !

BILLY

Oh, shit!

MONSR.

It could be a mighty long wait, granddad--What if he never shows?

GODFATHER

He'll show---He always knows where to find me.

MONSR.

Gimme the piece---

MONSR. jumps the GODFATHER and wrestles the sub-machine gun out of his
arms. A few rounds are fired into the air.

Down the riverfront a ways, the shots wake UP a sleeping ALVIN. He sees a
commotion going on at the pier.

The sub is wrestled out of the arms of the GODFATHER, MONSR. then throws
the heater into the river.

The GODFATHER is sprawled on his ass, the MONSR. walks away, he then
turns to the GODFATHER:

MONSR.

Don't you EVER pull shit like that again!!!

The GODFATHER is panting. He grabs at his chest in pain.

MONSR.

Oh, knock it off---
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GODFATHER

No, Teddy, this one's for real---

BILLY approaches, concerned:

BILLY

No, man, check it out---I think he's really illing---

MONSR. turns around to see the GODFATHER sprawled out on the pier,
grabbing his chest, moaning loudly.

GODFATHER

This is it! This is the big one! Elizabeth, I'm coming home!

A final gasp, the GODFATHER is still and silent.

MONSR,

He's just jivin' us---he pulled this shit in the cage---

BILLY runs to the GODFATHER, checks his pulse, listens to his chest, puts a
hand over the GODFATHER's mouth.

BILLY

Check it out, dog, I think Gpop bought the farm---

MONSR.

Noooo, he's just---

BILLY motions for MONSR. to come over. MONSR. kneels by the dead
GODFATHER.

MONSR.

Hey, gramps, come on---shows over, man. Come on, man, cut the
bullshit--- Okay, we'll let you do whatever the hell you want, just get
up so we can get the hell out of here---
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MONSR, checks out the vitals.

MONSR.

Shit! He’s dead!!! Why didn't you tell me?

BILLY

I told you, man! What do we do now???

CLOSE ONTO ALVIN-

ALVIN

hit, man---they shot him!

BACK TO MONSR. AND BILLY-

BILLY

We call the police!

MONSR,

Do you want to hang around and fill out a report?

BILLY

That wouldn't be good---

MONSR.

No, it would not be. Shit, man, why couldn't he go in the cage!
We gotta get rid of the body before anybody finds out!

MONSR, and BILLY look around, then at the river, then at each other with a
"brilliant idea" smile.

CUT TO:

MONSR. squeezes his eyes shut and turns the other way at the sound of a huge
splash.

BILLY and the CHAUFFEUR return to the limo, where MONSR. stands
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MONSR.

You guys wait here, I just wanna make sure he's staying down---know how
stubborn he was.

MONSR, walks to the edge of the pier, stares at the remaining ripples.

He looks slightly back to make sure BILLY and CHAUFFEUR aren't watching. He
removes three black roses from his inside coat pocket and throws them into the
water.

MONSR.

Goodbye Gpop--- 'Godfather.'

His slams his hat back on his head and swaggers back to the others.

MONSR,

Let's get the hell outta here---

They go to depart in their vehicles when BILLY spies ALVIN watching them.

BILLY

Holy shit, dog, we got eyeballs on us---

They all turn to look at ALVIN. ALVIN jumps up:

ALVIN

Oh shit---my ass is grass now---

MONSR. to the others:

MONSR,

Don't let him get away!!!

ONTO ALVIN, he jumps on his motor scooter and takes off down the street,
ducking into the nearest alley.

The threesome all jump into their respective vehicles and take off after ALVIN.

MONSR. leads the pack in his Ferrari, followed by BILLY in his Pinto and the
CHAUFFEUR with the limo.
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EXT. STREETS-NIGHT-

A chase ensues, through the streets, down alleys, all after ALVIN on his motor
scooter.

Finally BILLY and MONSR. have him pinned into an alley, each coming together
from an opposite direction to crush ALVIN in between.

ALVIN soups up his scooter and rides it right over the top of the Ferrari.

The two vehicles, consequently, head on in the alley. The limo bringing up the
rear behind MONSR., rear-ends the Ferrari.

MONSR. jumps out of his crunched Ferrari.

MONSR.

Shit, man! Look what you guys did to my ride! ! !

BILLY

I think I know that punk ass kid---works in a deli somewhere---

MONSR.

There's only 6 million delis in New York…

BILLY

But not in our neighborhood…

MONSR.

We have to assume he saw everything--- even our faces. Don't let
up till his skinny little ass is dead, dig?

BILLY

Dig.

MONSR.

Jesus---look at my ride---this is coming out of
your salary---
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EXT. SOLLY'S DELI-MORNING-

The NYC skyline looms overhead, we tilt down and go through the window into
the deli---

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-MORNING-

Looking the same way it did 60 years ago, only a much tougher crowd gathers.

CLOSE ONTO A PASTRAMI STEAMER HANDLE, chubby black hands dive into
view and yank open the unit as a cloud of steam explodes.

Through the steam, over the din of the crowd, we hear the steamer door crash
shut as a dripping pastrami speared at the end of a two-pronged fork emerges
from the steam.

Hanging onto the other end of the fork for dear life is LEONARD, a fat young
black kid who works at the deli.

LEONARD plops the jiggling hunk of meat down onto an old wooden cutting
board with a loud splatter.

Pastrami juice showers all the customers at the counter. Moans and groans.

SOLLY comes into view:

SOLLY

C'mon, c'mon! Stop ya bitchin', I'm not chargin'
you for the juice---

SOLLY is taking orders at a frantic pace.

SOLLY

Where the hell is Alvin, it's quarter past eight already!

LEONARD is knocking out orders at breakneck speed, an occasional piece of
meat ending up in his mouth.

Suddenly, through the doors, come two dudes in shades and fine threads. They
head to the counter.
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SOLLY stops in his tracks and eyeballs the dudes.

DUDE 1

Mr. Epstein?

SOLLY

What do you want ?

DUDE 2

We have a special delivery from the Monsignor Meat Company---

SOLLY

I told you asswipes before, I don't want any of that shit---

DUDE 1

Our boss is prepared to make it well worth your while---
If not---

DUDE 2

We can't exactly guarantee your safety, if ya’ll dig where we're
comin' from---

SOLLY

Dig, I'll dig ya bastids a grave, get outta my place---

ALVIN comes running in, all excited:

ALVIN

Solly! Sorry I'm late! You'll never believe what I saw last night!!!

ALVIN grabs his apron and says a quick hi to LEONARD.

SOLLY

Not now, Alvin---
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ALVIN

But I never saw anything like---

SOLLY prepares a bag and shoves it at ALVIN.

SOLLY

Here, this is Mel Weinstein's order, you know if he don't
get it in thirty minutes he doesn’t pay---

ALVIN

Solly, who are these dudes?

SOLLY

Not now, just do what I’m tellin’ ya!

DUDE 1

That's okay, little pupdog, take your time, old man Weinstein
won't be hungry today.

ALVIN snatches the bag and leaves.

DUDE 2

And if you don't come around, you'll be joining him for lunch---

The DUDES break out into gales of laughter and strut out of the deli laughing.

EXT. SOLLY'S DELI- MORNING-

ALVIN jumps onto his motor scooter and zips away.

EXT. CITY STREETS-MORNING-

ALVIN gets tied upin traffic. At one point ALVIN is tire to bumper with BILLY and
SAL in BILLY's crunched up Pinto.

The light changes, ALVIN beeps his scooter then slips around the side to pass
the Pinto.
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ALVIN

Stop daydreamin', jackass!

And is gone. SAL, in the passenger seat, starts silently cursing ALVIN in Italian
and giving ALVIN the one arm salute. BILLY is pre-occupied.

BILLY

Easy, big guy, it's only---

BILLY stops suddenly, realizing who was on the scooter:

BILLY

SHIT! YOU KNOW WHO THAT WAS! !!???

SAL affirms, pointing to "Go!", BILLY guns it, and rear ends a police car.

The police car lets a solitary siren yowl.

BILLY

Shit, this is not my day---

EXT. WEINSTEIN'S TAILOR SHOP-MORNING-

Nothing remains of the shop but an empty shell taped off by the NYPD.

ALVIN pulls up to the chaos, dumbfounded. Police, ambulances, fire trucks, crime
investigation units, reporters---all in all dozens of people and vehicles.

ALVIN hops off the scooter with the paper bag in his hand. He goes to a black
cop.

ALVIN

Excuse me, is this 211 West 118th street?

COP

What's left of it---

A covered body on a stretcher passes by ALVIN.

ALVIN

Mr. Weinstein ???
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COP

‘Fraid so. Look, kid, stay clear, okay?

In the background MRS. WEINSTEIN kicks furiously through the rubble.

MRS. W

Marvin! Marvin! Where are you? Help me find my little Marvin!

FIREMAN

Hey, guys, over here! On the double,
her son's lost in the rubble somewhere!

MRS. W

Not my son, you idiot, my little Shi Tzu! I want my little Marvin!

ALVIN goes kicking through the rubble in the street. Lying near the debris is a
single black rose.

He picks it up and examines it.

EXT. SINAI CEMETERY-EARLY MORNING-

WEINSTEIN's funeral services are in progress. Amongst those

in attendance are SOLLY, ALVIN, CLEVINGER the Chinaman, JESSE the pawn
shop owner, and MR. CUNNINGHAM a large black man with a white moustache.

An OLD FRIEND leans over to SOLLY.

OLD FRIEND

How come Mrs. Weinstein is smiling?

SOLLY

Two million dollar insurance policy…

CUT TO:

The ceremony is over as the small crowd shuffles by and into their cars.

ALVIN is with BENNY and BEA.
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ALVIN

Go ahead, Mom, I want to talk to Solly---

BEA

Just don't be too long---

ALVIN

I'll catch a ride home---

Under a tree, removed from the rest of the people are SOLLY, JESSE,
CLEVINGER and CUNNINGHAM.

ALVIN joins them.

SOLLY

It's starting allover again---the fear, the terrorism---
just like 50 years ago. Ever since Leroy Wilson got let outta the
slammer…

CUNNINGHAM

Just make life easy on yo'self, Sol, do what the man wants,
you get to live and you get some green---

SOLLY

I'd rather go to hell---

CUNNINGHAM

That's just where you may wind up, too.

JESSE

I'm sorry, I have to agree with Solly on this one---

CUNNINGHAM

So what you all gonna do, buck the man until
you get iced?
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SOLLY

If only the Phoenix would come back---

CUNNINGHAM

That's the past, Solly--- that was sixty years ago. No mo' masked
men with wings---No mo' purple roadster--- no mo' freedom. Accept
it and live.

JESSE

Maybe we can get the Phoenix back ?

SOLLY

How the hell would we even contact him---nobody knew
who he was!

JESSE

I'm sure there are ways---

CUNNINGHAM

The Phoenix is dead, man!

JESSE

A Phoenix lives forever! It just takes on a different form!

SOLLY

Well, I ain't waitin' for no bird man to show up and make
things right---We gotta act now.

The small group breaks up. ALVIN tags along JESSE.

ALVIN

Uh, excuse me, Mr. Thompson---

JESSE

Call me Jesse, son---

ALVIN

Ummm, I’d rather no. sir... I couldn't help overhearing
you talking about the Phoenix---
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JESSE

That's right.

ALVIN

My dad talks about the Phoenix---but my mom says
he wasn't real---

JESSE

Oh, he was real, alright---same as you and me.

ALVIN

What was the Phoenix ?

JESSE

A Phoenix is a bird that lives forever. When it gets time
for it to die it builds a fire in its nest and fans the flames with its
wings. He burns UP in a glorious pyre, then is reborn into an even
more magnificent bird. The Phoenix embodied the spirit of the
Phoenix, and emerged every time there was injustice, to set people
free.

ALVIN

Have you ever seen the Phoenix ?

JESSE

You got some time ?

ALVIN

Yeah, I guess so---

JESSE

Come along with me---

WIPE TO:

INT. DARKENED GARAGE-DAY-

The windows are painted black, everything is pitch dark.

A small light comes on. ALVIN and JESSE enter into an old garage which is filled
with the usual junk.

In the middle of the garage is a car under a tarp.
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JESSE

Here it is---

ALVIN

What's this?

JESSE

You're about to see something no human being has seen
in 60 years---

JESSE starts at the front of the car and slowly pulls back the tarp to reveal:

The PHOENIX's purple roadster!

ALVIN

Yo! This is some tight shit! Is it yours?

JESSE

It is now---This belonged to the Phoenix from 1941---

ALVIN

How did you get it ?

JESSE

After the Godfather and his men were put away, the Phoenix's
mission for that time was done. He disappeared, but he left behind
this roadster, and something else---

JESSE puts on gardners gloves, then opens the trunk of the roadster.

A bright golden light pours out of the trunk. From the trunk JESSE lifts out a
gleaming golden sword.

It is so bright ALVIN has to flip down his shades.

ALVIN

This shit is way off the hook!!!

JESSE

This belonged to the Phoenix. This is what gave him his
strength---this is what gave him his power---
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ALVIN

Here, lemme try it!

JESSE

Uh uh uh! In the wrong hands this sword is dangerous!
It has deep magic behind it---It was first used by a powerful sorcerer
in Ancient Egypt. When the Pharaoh had the sorcerer burned alive
for using his magic to set free the slaves, his power and magic went
into this sword. It's been handed down for almost 3,000 years.

ALVIN

Woa, that is some insane shit you got here, pops! Oh, sorry…

JESSE returns the sword to the trunk.

ALVIN

So is this Phoenix cat still alive?

JESSE

Oh, yes. Very much so.

ALVIN

Then where is he ?

JESSE

Nobody knows. He could be anyone. Without the sword he's
just an ordinary man---like you and me.

ALVIN checks out every detail of the roadster.

ALVIN

Jesse ?

JESSE

Yes, son?

ALVIN

I saw a man get murdered the other night, at the riverfront.
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JESSE

I know you did son.

ALVIN

My daddy doesn't believe me. He says I been reading too many
comic books.

JESSE

Everything's moving into place, Alvin. The Phoenix will rise again---

JESSE starts covering the car up again.

JESSE

Until then---not a word about what you've seen here, today--- got it ?

ALVIN

Nobody'd believe me anyway—

JESSE

Come on, it's lunchtime. My treat---

JESSE extinguishes the light, all is in blackness again.

EXT. EAST RIVER-DAY-

A barge is dredging the river for trash. A net is hoisted UP from the river bottom.
The man operating the winch chomps on his cigar. He sees something, the cigar
rolling around in his mouth.

He leans forward, squinting. His mouth opens, his cigar drops.

WINCH OPERATOR

What the shit!!!???

Mixed in with the garbage dredged from the river is the GODFATHER, a tire
around his neck.

INT. POLICE STATION-DAY-
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The usual chaos.

Sitting behind a desk in one office is LT. BENNY TIBBS, ALVIN's

dad.

BENNY decides to take a break from doing reports and get a cup of coffee.

There is a small crowd gathered around a portable TV in the station.

BENNY

Hey, what's going on ? Too early for the World Series---

POLICEWOMAN

A barge out in the East River just pulled up Leroy Wilson's body!

BENNY

Leroy Wilson ??? The Godfather is dead ???

BENNY grabs his mug with coffee and pays close attention to the TV:

ANNOUNCER

While the actual cause of death is not yet known, foul play is
definitely suspected. Wilson was released from Prison only three
days ago after completing a 50 year sentence. Investigators are now
looking in to the possibility of this being an organized crime gangland
killing. Back to you, Marla.

BENNY

I'll be damned---Alvin was telling the truth.

BENNY rushes to a telephone.

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-DAY-

SOLLY and LEONARD are cleaning up from the after lunch crowd. The phone
rings.

SOLLY wipes his hands on his apron then gets the phone:

SOLLY

Solly's Deli, this is Solly.

BENNY
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Solly, my man, lemme talk to Alvin, it's real important---

SOLLY

I would if he were here---I ain't seen him since the funeral earlier---

BENNY

Shit, where is that kid ???

SOLLY

Last I saw him he was with Jesse, what's cookin’ ?

BENNY

They just dredged up Leroy Wilson's body out of the East River---I
think Alvin knows something about this. Have him gimme a call as
soon as he gets in.

SOLLY

Benny???

BENNY

Yeah, Solly?

SOLLY

The neighborhood's turnin' to shit again.

BENNY

It sure is, Solly. Talk to you later.

EXT. KENNEDY AIRPORT-DAY-

A jumbo jet touches down.

INT. KENNEDY AIRPORT TERMINAL-DAY-

The passengers disembark from the jetliner.

Amongst the passengers is a stunning ebony 16-year-old babe, TRACY WILSON.

She has some carry-on pieces slung around her shoulder. She looks around for
someone, but doesn't see them.

A few moments later she's walking through the crowded terminal with a cart of
luggage. She sees something. She smiles a huge, gorgeous smile, then drops her
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luggage.

Standing in the crowd is the MONSEIGNEUR, with dark glasses, a hat and grey,
tweed overcoat, arms folded, smiling.

The girl runs up to MONSR. and leaps on him with a huge hug. SAL and BILLY
flank them.

TRACY

Oh, daddy!!! I'm so glad to see you!!!

The MONSR. snaps his fingers, SAL rushes to get TRACY's luggage.

MONSR.

Easy baby, daddy’s not as young as he used to be..
How's my sweet angel?

TRACY

Exhausted---we had three stop-overs---I never thought I'd get here---

They start walking through the terminal:

MONSR.

Well, if you would've let me send my personal jet for you,
maybe you could've been here hours ago--but noooo, you had to go
peon class---

TRACY

Now, daddy, let's not get into that. You know I want to do things on
my own---

MONSR.

Well, I'm just trying to make life easier for my one and only---

TRACY

I'm so excited! I get to see great grandpa, I haven't seen him in
years! How is he ???

MONSR.

Well, I got some bad news—

TRACY

Don't tell me they denied his parole?
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MONSR.

You know great granddad was old and he had a bad heart---I'm
sorry, kitten, great granddad 's dead.

TRACY

Oh no---

MONSR.

He just got a little carried away with his birdman story, I guess the
excitement was too much for him.

TRACY

When's the funeral?

MONSR.

There was no funeral---He wanted it that way.

EXT. KENNEDY TERMINAL-DAY-

The foursome exit the terminal and head to the curb. The Rolls Royce limo is
parked by the curb.

SAL throws the luggage into the trunk, BILLY, MONSR. and TRACY get into the
back seat, SAL runs around to assume the driving task, and off they go.

INT. LIMO-DAY-

MONSR.

I got your room all fixed up, just they way it was---

TRACY

Now, daddy, I thought we agreed that while I'm on school break I'd
get a place of my own---

MONSR.

Why do you have to be so hard headed ? You're just like your mother
was. I got bread, lemme use it.

TRACY

Uh-uh, no strings attached, that's how I like it.
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MONSR.

What's wrong with my wanting to help you out? It's good, clean
money---

TRACY

Daddy, I know you work hard in commodities trading, but if I make it I
want to make it on my own---not because of my daddy.

MONSR.

Okay, well, at least lemme give you this---

Smiling, MONSR. hands TRACY an envelope, she opens it. In it are hundred
dollars bills.

TRACY

Daddy! There must be a thousand dollars here!

MONSR.

Ten thousand, actually, help you get yourself established
for a while---

TRACY

Daddy, I can't take this---

MONSR.

It's your birthday present from me to you.

TRACY

My birthday isn't until August, daddy—

MONSR.

So, it's an early present. Take it or you'll hurt my feelings---

TRACY

Oh, daddy, you're the best---

TRACY gives MONSR. a big hug.
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MONSR.

Yeah, I know.

INT. CLEVINGER'S BAKERY-LATE NOON-

A quaint little bakery, clock on the wall reads almost 5pm. CLEVINGER is closing a
deal with a young couple soon to be newlyweds over a wedding cake.

YOUNG MAN

I dunno. I don’t think this has enough tiers ?

YOUNG LADY

What do you think, Matt ? Four or five

YOUNG MAN

How many tiers can you make this thing ?

CLEVINGER

You want wedding cake or Eiffel Tower ?

Couple looks at each other, then to CLEVINGER.

YOUNG MAN

yeah, the Eiffel Tower'd be nice—

CLEVINGER shakes his head in disbelief as he writes down the order.

A little black girl, about six, wanders in to the bakery. She goes to the counter
where MRS. CLEVINGER is setting rolls into a case.

LITTLE GIRL

Hi, Mizz Clebbiner---

MRS. CLEVINGER

Oh, hi, honey!

LITTLE GIRL
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Can I have 'the usual' ?

MRS. CLEVINGER

You got usual to pay ?

LITTLE GIRL

Uh huh.

MRS. CLEVINGER

Okay, then pay me---

MRS. CLEVINGER steps around the counter and squats by the LITTLE GIRL,
LITTLE GIRL gives her a big hug and kiss on the cheek.

MRS. CLEVINGER

Okay, what you want?

The LITTLE GIRL presses her face against the glass and then points.

LITTLE GIRL

One of them---

So MRS. C gives her a chocolate jelly roll.

CLEVINGER is standing by a seven tiered cake:

CLEVINGER

This biggest make---cost 300 dollar.

YOUNG LADY

Well, if that's the best you can do, the wedding is in two
days, I guess we'll have to make do--- When can you have
it ready?

CLEVINGER
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Tomorrow night.

YOUNG MAN

Can't we have it by the morning?

CLEVINGER waddles away from them, muttering in Mandarin.

At that time an FTD delivery man with hip shades enters into the shop with a long,
skinny box.

He goes to MRS. C:

FTD MAN

Hey, can ya'll tell me where I can find a Mr. T. Clevinger?

MRS. C. points to CLEVINGER:

FTD MAN goes to CLEVINGER, who is writing up a receipt for the young couple.

FTD MAN

Here ya go, Chong. Special delivery for you.

He drops the box off.

FTD MAN

Ya'll have a nice day.

And he leaves. CLEVINGER is stunned. he opens the box.

YOUNG MAN

Excuse me, can you please hurry it UP with the receipt ?
We still have to pick out a wedding gown---

Inside the box is a single black rose.

Immediately, this sets CLEVINGER off into a heart attack. He pitches over, face
first into the seven tiered cake.

MRS. CLEVINGER runs around the counter, screaming and yelling. She crouches
by CLEVINGER, who is sprawled on the floor.

She tries to wake him. Nothing.

YOUNG MAN

Oh, damn. Does this mean the cake won’t be ready tomorrow
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morning ???

YOUNG LADY

I told you we shouldn’t have gone to a foreigner’s shop…

Young couple walks out:

YOUNG MAN

How was I supposed to know? Clevinger sounds American.

MRS. CLEVINGER goes to a telephone. The LITTLE GIRL goes up to
CLEVINGER's body.

LITTLE GIRL

Is Mr. Clebbiner okay???

MRS. CLEVINGER

He fine, honey, he fine---He just---he just meditating---

EXT. CLEVINGER'S BAKERY-NEAR 6PM-

Outside the bakery, a Medivac van loads CLEVINGER's body in.

MRS. CLEVINGER is crying. Policeman goes to her.

WHITE COP

Do you have any idea who'd do something like this ?
Did he have any enemies ?

MRS. CLEVINGER

It the mob---they try to buy whole street--No sell---no live---

WHITE COP

The mob? What mob are we talking about?

MRS. CLEVINGER

Go do homework, round eyes!

She walks away.
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INT. POLICE STATION-EARLY EVENING-

BENNY is on the phone.

BENNY

I agree with you, your neighbor’s dog shouldn't be barking at 6
o'clock at night--I'll get someone right onto it---thanks---

He hangs up. POLICEWOMAN approaches him.

POLICEWOMAN

Got another mysterious death in your neighborhood, Lieutenant---
Old Chinese guy by the name of---

BENNY

Clevinger! ! !

POLICEWOMAN

You know him ?

BENNY

He's one of the original old timers in the neighborhood--
-How ??? How did it happen ???

POLICEWOMAN

Apparently he had a heart attack, but it was brought on
by a black rose he received---

BENNY

Black rose---shit. But how??? The Godfather's dead.

POLICEWOMAN

I don't follow---

BENNY

Long time ago, when Leroy Wilson was Godfather of Harlem---if he
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couldn't sign a deal with you you'd get a single black rose. It meant
you had less than a day to live. That was Wilson's trademark. But
he's dead. Who---

Another POLICEMAN enters the office:

POLICEMAN 2

We got a lead---guy who calls himself the 'Monsignor' running a new
racket on old Harlem--- Picked up where Leroy Wilson left off.

BENNY

Who the hell is the Monsignor ???

POLICEMAN 2

Nobody knows. Nobody ever saw him, but he has a shitload
of pull---even found a dozen guys on the force on this clown's payroll.

BENNY

Have those guys ever seen him ?

POLICEMAN 2

No one. But from what I hear he owns half the Goddam city---

BENNY

Monseigneur, eh ? Let's go get this bastard---

INT. MORGUE-EVENING-

On a slab is the GODFATHER, clenched tight in his hand is a black rose.

INT. SYNAGOGUE-NIGHT-

The synagogue is empty. SOLLY EPSTEIN walks in and goes to the altar. He
kneels.

SOLLY

God, I don't know what the hell is going on--- But if you're
up there, you won't let this shit happen again---excuse me.
There's only four of us old timers left--Me, Benny, Jesse
and Wilbert---Now I know I'm the only one with faith of the bunch, but
these darkies are my brothers---we grew up together---I love 'em,
God knows why. Please--- listen what I'm sayin'--- we need
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the Phoenix--- If ever we needed him---we need him now---

THE NEXT MORNING

EXT. OLD APARTMENT BUILDINGS-MORNING-

Upper East side apartments, not new, but loaded with character. Some boys about
12-years-old are hanging around smoking cigarettes.

A white Porsche pulls up. From it emerges TRACY, in a stunning red minidress.
She has a paper in her hand. She looks at the building and walks up the stoop.

KID

Yo, mama! Looking fine today! You wanna sit down?
I'll clear a place off!

He wipes his face.

OTHER KID

Forget this chump, let a real man fill your tunnel of love---

She ignores them.

She enters the building.

INT. APARTMENT-MORNING-

A small, old but fairly well kept, furnished apartment. An old black woman shows
TRACY around.

OLD WOMAN

Kitchen right over there---bathroom down the hall.
You pay y' own water, heat, gas, food, no parties, no men after ten,
no playin' the radio loud and no puttin' holes in the walls for
anything---

TRACY is not impressed.

TRACY

How---charming.

OLD WOMAN

Well? Y’gonna take it or what? I'm a busy woman---honey.

TRACY

Fine…Fine. I'll take it---
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OLD WOMAN

Eight hundred smackers… cash---no checks---

TRACY pulls out her envelope full of money. The OLD WOMAN is shocked by that
many hundreds. TRACY counts out 800 and gives them to the OLD WOMAN.

TRACY

Here--800 dollars cash.

OLD WOMAN

Dayum! The biatch is loaded…you ain’t no ho are you?

TRACY

Excuse me ???

OLD WOMAN

Y' all come in here with that skirt hiked UP to Y' ass, flashin' all that
cash---

TRACY

My father happens to be a very wealthy businessman---

OLD WOMAN

World's oldest business, no doubt---

OLD WOMAN throws the keys on the table.

OLD WOMAN

There y' are, honey. Enjoy the place, and remember…

The OLD WOMAN points her fingers at her own eyes, then points at TRACY and
leaves. TRACY looks around.

TRACY

I must be nuts---But at least I have my principles---
Time to settle in.

EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING-MORNING-
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TRACY leaves the building, opens the trunk of her Porsche, and leans way over
into the trunk to get her luggage.

The young boys watch as the red dress pulls way up showing a red thong and
beautiful bottom.

KID

Oh Lord!!! Get down mama! Man, you got my Louisiana trouser
snake dancin' now!

OTHER KID

Hey, lady! Need some help with that?

INT. APARTMENT BUILDING-MORNING-

The boys are loaded down like pack mules as they climb seven flights of stairs.
TRACY leads the way, so the first boy doesn't mind the view.

They get to her apartment. She opens the door.

INT. TRACY'S APARTMENT-MORNING-

She points to an empty spot on the livingroom floor.

TRACY

You can set them right there---

The boys enter and unload the multitude of luggage and cases. They approach
TRACY.

KID

Damn, I hope I can still have kids after that—

OTHER KID

So, mama, we gonna get some cash for helping you?

TRACY

You're absolutely right---I have money in the bag in the
hallway out there---
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They go outside and look around:

KID

I don’t see no bag---

She slams the door on them.

INT. APARTMENT BUILDING-MORNING-

The boys stand dumbfounded in the hallway outside her apartment.

KID

Well, what the hell—

OTHER KID

I know how we can fix that bitch---

She opens the door.

TRACY

Oh, and boys, don't think of doing anything nasty to me,
my daddy will snap you little necks…

She slams the door.

INT. ALVIN'S BEDROOM-MORNING-

ALVIN, still fully dressed, is asleep in a strange, contorted position on the bed.
Pulling up to a TIGHT SHOT ON HIS EYES IN REM STATE.

DREAM SEQUENCE-

In ancient Egypt. Slaves are building pyramids, being flogged, starved.

ALVIN, dressed in Egyptian sorceror's robes, watches the tyranny from the palace.
He turns to the Pharoah.

ALVIN

This oppression is wrong. These are living
breathing human beings with feelings---

PHARAOH

We need slaves to build temples, and palaces, and pyramids.
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Without slaves, there would be no Egypt.

ALVIN

The Pharaoh in his palace has grown cold to the needs of the
people---

PHARAOH

No. Pharaoh is quite warm to the needs of his people--

He snaps his fingers. Servants bring in a beautiful woman, a woman who looks just
like TRACY. She screams and fights the servants.

ALVIN

What are you doing with my wife ???

PHARAOH

Showing the sorcerer how weak he is and how strong I am---

The PHARAOH walks over to the Sorcerer’s wife. He tears her robe top off and
starts making love to her.

ALVIN screams, "STOP!" and draws a golden sword.

Before he can do anything to the PHARAOH the palace guards arrest him.

PHARAOH

Take him away. Put him to death, like all the others---

ALVIN is dragged away, screaming. The PHARAOH continues to molest the
Sorceror's wife as she screams.

OUT IN THE PALACE COURTYARDS, ALVIN is tied to a post in the ground.

Straw is scattered at his feet. The golden sword is seized from ALVIN and hurled
into the stone wall of the palace, where it imbeds itself into the stone wall.

A palace guards lights a fire to the straw, soon the flames shoot high into the
twilight sky.

From the palace, the PHARAOH, with a stronghold on the Sorcerer’s wife,
watches and laughs as the Sorcerer (ALVIN) goes up in flames.

In the court the flames burn high into the orange and purple sky. ALVIN screams.
ALVIN's image disappears in the flames, his screams become an unearthly shriek.

from the flames emerge a huge mythical bird: The Phoenix, measuring twenty feet
tall with a forty foot wingspan. It unfolds its wings with an unearthly scream as it
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rears its head against the purple sky.

CUT TO:

INT. ALVIN'S BEDROOM-MORNING-

The shriek segues into the scream of the alarm clock. ALVIN bolts out of bed,
dripping with sweat.

ALVIN

Holy shit!

INT. KICHEN OF ALVIN'S APARTMENT-MORNING-

BEA and BENNY are having breakfast.

BENNY

I tell you, it's 1941 allover again---The black rose---the terrorism---

ALVIN wanders out in his rumpled UP clothes.

BEA

Well, well, well, look what the cat done dragged in---You sleep in
your clothes again?

ALVIN

Yes, ma'am---

ALVIN plops into an empty chair where a bowl of cereal is waiting. He takes the
spoon and mindlessly plays with the mushy cereal.

BENNY

Son, your head looks like a soufflé that's gone flat---

ALVIN

I ran outta styling gel—

BENNY

Why don't you just get a normal haircut.

BEA
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And, Lord almighty, get ridda that thing in your ear---

BENNY

Well, I gotta get jammin'---

BENNY takes a last sip of his coffee, putting on his hat.

BENNY

We're opening up a whole new department just to deal with these
black rose murders.

This gets ALVIN's attention:

ALVIN

Black rose ??? What do those mean ???

BENNY

Never mind, son, it's something I don't want you messin'
around with---

ALVIN looks at the clock, he jumps.

ALVIN

JESUS! Lookit the time! Solly's gonna kill me!

He grabs his jacket and is off.

EXT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT-MORNING-

He unlocks a dozen chains and padlocks from his scooter, jumps on and is gone.

EXT. STREETS-MORNING-

TRACY is stranded with her Porsche in some unknown part of town. The hood is
up, and TRACY, with her short red mini, is leaning over the car to see if she can
spot the problem.

TRACY

Shit--- 70,000 dollar car and still a piece of junk---

At that time ALVIN passes by on his scooter. He sees a glorious sight which
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causes him to do a double take and nearly falloff of his scooter:

ALVIN

Lord have mercy!

He turns his scooter around and pulls up to the Porsche:

ALVIN

Hi---

TRACY pokes her head from under the hood.

TRACY

Oh, hi---

ALVIN

Anything I can help you with?

TRACY

You know anything about fixing cars ?

ALVIN

Uh---no---not a thing---But I can give you a ride to someplace for
help---

TRACY

You would think for all they charge for these things they'd make them
better---

ALVIN

Built in obsolescence---

TRACY

Yeah, I guess so. Where are you heading?

ALVIN

Anyplace you want---

TRACY
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How far is the nearest mechanic ?

ALVIN

For these things? Probably downtown Manhattan—

TRACY

Terrific. Well, if you can at least give me a ride to a telephone,
I can call my father--Damned phone in this thing doesn't even work
either!

ALVIN

Such crosses to bear. Hop on.

TRACY hikes her dress up and hops on. ALVIN pulls away, looking to the sky and
saying "Thank you" silently over-and-over-andover as he drives away.

CUT TO TRAVELLING SHOT ON ALVIN AND TRACY-

ALVIN

What's your name?

TRACY

Tracy Wilson---What about you?

ALVIN

Alvin--Alvin Tibbs.

TRACY starts giggling.

ALVIN

What's so funny?

TRACY

Are you a chipmunk ?

ALVIN

Oh, that's very clever---Like I’ve never heard that one before---
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TRACY

I'm sorry. Alvin's a nice name.

ALVIN

You think so ???

TRACY

Yeah!---For a chipmunk—

[She starts giggling again]

TRACY

I'm sorry, I'm only kidding. Where are we going,

ALVIN

I work right down the street---we can use the phone there---
My boss won't mind, we're helping a damsel in distress after all---

EXT. SOLLY'S DELI-MORNING-

ALVIN and TRACY pull up to the deli. The sign in front says "CLOSED: PLEASE
CALL AGAIN" while the iron gates remain closed and locked.

ALVIN gets off the scooter and looks at the deli.

ALVIN

What the hell's going on ?

TRACY

Something wrong ?

ALVIN

Yeah, Solly should've been open an hour ago---

ALVIN looks through the gating.

ALVIN

I think I see someone in there---Iet's go around the back---
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They go through the alley to the back of the building.

EXT. ALLEY BEHIND SOLLY'S-MORNING-

ALVIN goes to the back service entrance. It's open. He and TRACY enter,

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-MORNING-

All lights are out, the only light is the morning sunlight filtering through the front
window creating OP art patterns on the floor and wall.

ALVIN and TRACY wander around. They go through the kitchen.

ALVIN

Solly??? Leonard ??? Anybody home ???

LEONARD

In here, man---

In the customer service area LEONARD is mopping the floor. ALVIN and TRACY
enter.

ALVIN

What's going on ? Where is everybody?

LEONARD

Solly's in the can---been there all morning ---

ALVIN goes to the restroom door. It's locked. ALVIN tries the knob. No good. He
knocks on the door.

ALVIN

Solly---are you in there, man ? Eat some of your own cooking ?

There is a flush. A moment, then the door opens. SOLLY comes out, looking grim.
He carries a newspaper. He shoves the paper to ALVIN and walks away like a
zombie.

ALVIN looks at the folded paper. He unfolds the paper---in it is a single black rose.

ALVIN

Aw, shit, no man---
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SOLLY stares out the window, the gates making x shadows on his face.

ALVIN comes behind him.

ALVIN

When did you get this ?

SOLLY

What does it matter. Tomorrow it'll all be over anyway---

He turns to ALVIN.

SOLLY

Go home, we're closed. Have fun with your friend--- you're young,
God bless you—

He gives ALVIN a kiss on his head:

SOLLY

But ya gotta stop using that greasy shit on your hair---

SOLLY shuffles away.

INT. FAST FOOD PLACE-MORNING-

ALVIN and TRACY sit in a booth downing burgers. ALVIN stares into space
playing with a French fry.

ALVIN

I gotta do something to help him---but I don't know what---I feel so
helpless---so useless---but that's normal for me.

TRACY

Listen, I know I just met you, but my dad has a lot of money---maybe
he can help your friend---
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ALVIN

That's very nice of you---but I don't know what good money will do,
now---

TRACY

I don't understand---

ALVIN

There's this Big Dude, nobody's ever seen him--- he's
trying to take over Harlem. You don't sellout, you get a black rose,
that means you’re dead---

TRACY

Who is this horrible man?

ALVIN

Nobody knows---But the other night I saw a guy ice an old
man and throw him in the river--He had real fly threads and drove a
totally fly Jag or something--- I think that may be him---

TRACY

Have you gone to the Police with that?

ALVIN

My daddy's a cop, he didn't even believe me.

TRACY

So what are you going to do ?

ALVIN

I dunno. I gotta think of something.

TRACY

My daddy's having a welcome home party for me tonight---
why don't you come along and maybe---just maybe---he can help
your friend---

ALVIN

Coming home? Where've you been?
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TRACY

At school---in France.

ALVIN

Cool---listen, is it true what they say about the French men ?

TRACY

What, that they're great lovers?

ALVIN

No, man, that they smell bad ?

TRACY laughs.

TRACY

I gotta get home. My car should be fixed by now---it was
only a fan belt---so, I'll pick you UP here at, say, six?

ALVIN

You got it.

TRACY

Bye, Alvin---

She struts out in her high heels and red minidress:

ALVIN

Lord have mercy---If I wasn't feeling so bad I'd be feeling great!

THE FIRST FEW PIANO TINKLE BARS OF "TAKE THE A TRAIN" ARE HEARD
OVER THE SOUNDTRACK.

CUT TO:

INT. MONSR. 's PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

A grand gala party filled with at least 50 people, caterers,

a piano player playing "Take the 'A' Train", servants are running through the guests
with trays of champagne and hors d'euvres.
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MONSR. and BILLY are sipping champagne, off to one side. The MONSR. is
interrupted variously to say "Hi" and shake hands with various guests.

BILLY

Where is she ?

MONSR.

Hold onto your shorts, Billy boy, she'll be here. Apparently she met a
little friend in town today and she's bringing him here as her date.

BILLY

What? I thought this was going to be an .engagement
announcement party as well??

MONSR.

Have I ever let you down---Don't answer that, not right away at least.
Trust me. You think I want my baby marrying any jackass? It's gotta
be a very special jackass that weds my baby---

BILLY

Right on---Hey, wait a minute!

MONSR.

Come on, Billy, chill---I'm only slappin' your monkey around---You're
my number one brother---and my number one brother gets my
number one baby.

BILLY

What do we do about the dude she's bringing here tonight ?

MONSR.

Don't worry, he'll have a few drinks, a few laughs, and be feeding the
fish in the morning---

BILLY

Alright!

EXT. MONSR.'S HIGHRISE-NIGHT-

The white Porsche pulls up to the valet attendants and stops. TRACY, in a
stunning sequinned micro-mini dress, and ALVIN, wearing a tuxedo T-shirt, tails
and sneakers, emerge.
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The attendants take the Porsche away. ALVIN stands aghast at the skyscraper.

ALVIN

Man, I'd sure hate to do these windows--so this is what downtown is
like---

TRACY

Well, not all of it, but it's close. Come on.

They enter through the smoked amber glass doors.

INT. HIGHRISE ELEVATOR-NIGHT-

ALVIN and TRACY are alone in the elevator. TRACY stares straight ahead, but
ALVIN keeps trying to steal glimpses of TRACY's low cut dress.

All of a sudden he starts working his jaw and clamping his nose.

ALVIN

Man! How high up we be going?

TRACY

Only 60 stories---

ALVIN

Only 60 stories---sure hate to hang by my toes from 60 stories---

INT.PENTHOUSE LOBBY-NIGHT-

ALVIN and TRACY get out of the elevator. Guards in tuxedos stand by the
elevator.

They walk to the only door. TRACY rings the bell. The door opens:

WELL DRESSED HOOD

Ah, Miss Wilson---and this must be your friend--Come in.

INT. MONSR.'S PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

The piano player plays "Stardust" as TRACY and ALVIN are escorted in.
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WELL DRESSED HOOD

I'll tell your father you’re here.

TRACY looks around:

TRACY

Oh never mind, I see him!

She takes ALVIN by the hand and leads him to the MONSR. MONSR. has his
back to the us talking to BILLY.

TRACY

Hi, daddy! I'm here!

ALVIN stays close by TRACY. MONSR. smiles and turns around.

MONSR.

Baby, I was starting to get worried---can't have a party without a ---

ALVIN and MONSR. 's eyes meet.

FLASHBACK TO THE PIER WITH THE GODFATHER.

TRACY

Daddy, this is the friend I was telling you about---this is Alvin.
Alvin, this is my father, Theo---

MONSR.

Never mind that shit, just call me dad---so how the hell you doing,
Alvin---man, I bet you got good eyes---don't you Alvin ???

ALVIN

No, sir, actually I'm very near sighted—
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MONSR.

Haven't I seen yOU someplace before? You know---I never
forget a FACE!

MONSR. is almost crushing ALVIN's hand. ALVIN lets a yowl.

MONSR. lets go of ALVIN's hand:

MONSR.

[whispers] I know who you are---
[normal voice]would you like a drink ?

TRACY

Daddy ---what's wrong? Why are you acting so strange ?

ALVIN looks like he's ready to die from fright.

MONSR.

Nothing's wrong, baby. Just very happy to finally meet your friend---

TRACY

He works at a place called Solly's Deli---

ALVIN tries to shut her up, it doesn't work.

MONSR.

Oh really? You know, I've heard of the place---

TRACY

Really? Wow, that's incredible---anyway, Alvin's boss,
this old guy named Solly, is being threatened by this asshole
who wants to take over his place, and if he doesn't he's
going to die---
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MONSR.

That's terrible---

TRACY

So I thought, since you have a lot of money and are so
willing to help out people in trouble that you might find some way to
help Alvin and his boss---

MONSR.

That is some dilemma---Let's talk about it, dig?

MONSR. puts his arms around TRACY and ALVIN:

ALVIN

I have to go to the bathroom, excuse me!!!

ALVIN pulls away and runs for the nearest door: the kitchen.

IN THE MONSR.'S PENTHOUSE KITCHEN-

ALVIN runs in, there are cooks and servants. He rests against a counter.

ALVIN

Oh shit, man, I'm screwed---I'm really screwed!

TRACY runs in afterwards:

TRACY

Alvin! What the hell is going on! I think you're being extremely
rude to my father! He may be your only hope for---

ALVIN

That's him!!!

TRACY

Who's him?
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ALVIN

That's the guy that's been killing off all the old timers in
Harlem and is trying to kill Solly!! !

TRACY

Boy! Have you lost your shit? That's my father---He's a very
wealthy AND well known commodities trader---

ALVIN

He deals in commodities, alright---stolen gems--- guns--- drugs---

TRACY, very angry, hauls off and slugs ALVIN:

TRACY

How DARE you slander my daddy like that!

ALVIN

Please!!! Please!!! Believe me! That's the guy I saw kill the
old dude and throw him in the river---

TRACY

Old dude ? What old dude ?

ALVIN

In the pin-striped suit!

TRACY

Great gramps ? Daddy killed great gramps ???

ALVIN

I don't know what he's been telling you, but your father is not
the wealthy, honorable man you think he is---

TRACY slugs him again:

TRACY

Oh! I'm sorry--- I think you're getting hysterical over nothing---
Why don't I get you something to drink---?
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ALVIN

yeah, okay---I'll take a soda—

TRACY

Okay---

TRACY looks around. She goes to one of the servants.

TRACY

Excuse me, do you have any sodas ?

SERVANT

Sure, in the fridge—

TRACY

Thanks.

TRACY goes to the fridge. She opens it up, gets a can of Classic Coke, then lets a
shriek as she jumps back.

ALVIN runs to look: Inside the fridge is the vase with a dozen black roses.

TRACY

Oh my God! You're right!!!

ALVIN

Let's get the hell outta here!

INSIDE THE LIVING QUARTERS OF THE PENTHOUSE, MONSR. and BILLY
are talking.

MONSR.

This is what you'd call a shitload of luck, Billy. The one dude
that could identify us and nail us---walked right into our open arms---

BILLY

Can I shoot his ass ?
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MONSR.

Shoot him where-ever you want--But don't ruin the carpet.

BILLY

Sweet.

Faster than an outhouse mouse, ALVIN and TRACY streak from the kitchen and
out through the door.

MONSR.

Well, don't just stand there! GET HIM!!!

Immediately the MONSR. 's goons mobilize, including SAL and BILLY. tearing off
through the door.

INT. PENTHOUSE LOBBY-NIGHT-

ALVIN presses the elevator button. The elevator is on the third floor.

ALVIN

Let's take the stairs!

So through the stairway door they disappear. The MONSR. and his goons arrive to
see the door slam shut. MONSR. laughs:

MONSR.

What an idiot--- let him wear himself out. It's a helluva
long way down---

MONSR. summons the service elevator, which happens to be on that floor. The
men enter, the door closes.

INTERCUTTING BETWEEN:

ALVIN and TRACY running down flight after flight of stairs. TRACY kicks her
shoes off, ALVIN is puffing and wheezing.

AND:

In the service elevator, MONSR. and the goons, cool and calm, loading their
arsenal of weapons while the elevator music plays.
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INT. MAIN LOBBY OF HIGHRISE-NIGHT-

The service elevator lets out. MONSR. opens the stairway door to hear ALVIN
trodding and puffing.

MONSR.

It's showtime, folks---

The goons, SAL to the front, ready their weapons and aim at the stairway door and
maintain the pose waiting for ALVIN to emerge.

Finally ALVIN and TRACY, near dead with exhaustion, fling open the door.

ALVIN

Aw, shit---

TRACY

Don't shoot! We give up!!! Just don't hurt us!

ALVIN looks at SAL and points to SAL's foot:

ALVIN

Aw, shit man, big time hood and you can't even tie your shoes---

SAL stops, looks down at his feet.

In an instant ALVIN plows into SAL creating a domino effect which bowls over all
of the goons, including the MONSR.

ALVIN and TRACY shoot for the main entrance.

EXT. HIGHRISE BUILDING-NIGHT-

ALVIN and TRACY run out to the valet attendants:

TRACY It's the white Porsche ---

ATTENDANT

Oh yeah, I remember. It'll be about ten minutes---

ALVIN

We don't have time!!!
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Near the curb there is a Checker Cab, the CABBY is walking around having a
smoke.

ALVIN, pulling TRACY by the hand, runs to the Cab, they jump inside, ALVIN
taking over the driving, and tear away.

The goons are hot on their tail.

CABBY

HEY! COME BACK HERE!!! WHAT THE HELL---??!!

EXT. STREETS OF MANHATTAN-NIGHT-

Through the crowded streets of New York's Manhattan Island ALVIN speeds the
stolen Cab: and not very well.

TRACY

Do you know how to drive?

ALVIN

Sure I do! I drive my scooter every day!

TRACY

That's not what I want to hear---

In the Rolls Royce limo, with SAL driving, the MONSR. is in hot pursuit.

Through alleys, down the wrong way of one way streets, over sidewalks, the high
speed chase ensues.

INT. LlMO-NIGHT-

MONSR.

I still can't believe he fell for that dumb ass trick---

SAL tries to scribble a note while he driving at 90 MPH. he rips off the note and
hands it to MONSR.

MONSR.

"I'm sorry---" Never mind that shit, just watch where you're going---

EXT. STREETS OF MANHATTAN-NIGHT-

The chase creates several collisions, until finally ALVIN approaches a train crossing.
The lights are flashing, the bell ringing. The gates start to come down:
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TRACY

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO MAKE IT, ALVIN!!!

ALVIN

I'M GOING TO MAKE IT!! I GOTTA MAKE IT!!!

He guns the gas and manages to streak over the tracks just before the gates close
down.

The MONSR. is not as lucky: instead, SAL tries to gun the limo, but winds UP
having the gate crack the windshield.

The MONSR, exits his limo, with BILLY. He assesses the damage as the train
whizzes by, not more than ten feet behind him:

MONSR.

You know, you freaks screwing with my ride is really
starting to PISS ME OFF!!!

SAL, in the driver's seat, quickly scrawls out a note and gives it to MONSR.

MONSR.

"I'm sorry---" will you cut that shit out or I'll start shoving these
notes up your ass--Come on, we gotta get back, figure out what the
hell we're gonna do now---

They get back in the limo.

INT. CAB-NIGHT-

ALVIN is bug-eyed and out of breath.

ALVIN

Do you believe me now?

TRACY

I don't know how he could've lied to me all these years---

ALVIN

I gotta get to a phone, find out how Solly is---
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EXT. 7-11 STORE-NIGHT-

ALVIN pulls the stolen cab into the 7-11 parking lot. He jumps out, leaving the cab
running with the lights on.

He goes to a payphone, deposits a quarter and dials a series of numbers. The
phone rings, and rings, and rings.

ALVIN

Come on, man! Answer, dammit!!!

He slams down the phone.

TRACY

What's wrong?

ALVIN

No answer. Let's drive by the deli, see if everything's okay---

TRACY

Okay, but I do the driving---

They get back into the cab with TRACY doing the driving and pull away.

EXT. STREETS OF HARLEM-NIGHT-

TRACY and ALVIN are cruising along. Behind them is a police car.

INT. POLICE CAR-NIGHT-

The partner checks his list on the clipboard:

PARTNER

Mary Edward Bradly, 7-3-5. That's it, alright. That's the
stolen cab—

DRIVER

Okay, let's do it.

DRIVER turns on the flashers, lets a single blast of siren.
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INT. CAB-NIGHT-

TRACY

Great, maybe now we can get some help…

She pulls the cab over.

EXT. STREETS OF HARLEM-NIGHT-

The cops saunter up to the Cab, the DRIVER shines his flashlight on TRACY and
ALVIN.

DRIVER

Hi---Could I see your license and registration?

TRACY

I'm sorry, officers, but we’re being chased by some men who
are trying to kill us!

DRIVER

Mmmmmm, been drinking?

ALVIN

It’s true, we’re being chased by the mob---this was the first thing we
could get or we'd be dead---

DRIVER

Sure, kid--- Hey---ain't you Benny Tibbs' kid ??

ALVIN

Yessir---

DRIVER

Did you steal this cab?

ALVIN

I told you---you gotta believe me---the guys from the mob---
the black rose dudes---they were chasing after us---
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DRIVER

Okay, I understand. Too many brewskis. Tell you what---We'll drive
you home, I'll pretend the whole thing never happened. Deal kid ?

ALVIN

Oh, what's the use. Deal.

ALVIN and TRACY get out of the stolen cab and into the police car. They drive
away.

EXT. ALVIN'S APARTMENT-NIGHT_

A scene of chaos. Fire trucks, ambulances, police cars. ALVIN's apartment is a
roaring inferno as five trucks try to extinguish the flames.

The patrol car with ALVIN and TRACY arrives on the scene. ALVIN jumps out and
looks at the flames shooting out of his bedroom window.

Paramedics wheel two bodies away from the building and into the van.

ALVIN

WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON!!!

ALVIN tries to break through the police line. A policeman stops him:

POLICEMAN 3

Hey! You can't go in there!

ALVIN

That's my place!!! THAT'S MY HOUSE!!!

POLICEMAN 3

I'm sorry---

ALVIN

Anybody in there ?

POLICEMAN 3

Both your parents…

ALVIN

Are they okay ?
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POLICEMAN 3

I---I’m so sorry---

Terror fills ALVIN's eyes.

From ALVIN's window comes a flaming piece of paper which falls at ALVIN's feet: it
is a page from "The Phantom" comic book.

ALVIN lets a gut wrenching inhuman howl, runs through the crowd to his scooter,
still chained up nearby.

With superhuman strength he breaks and kicks the chains off, jumps on and tears
away.

TRACY tries running after him:

TRACY

ALVIN!!! Where are yOU going? Come back! ! !

TRAVELLING SHOT ONTO ALVIN on his scooter as he pulls away from the scene
of the horrible crime. He screams over and over:

ALVIN

IT'S ALL YOUR FAULT!!! IT'S ALL YOUR FAULT!!! DAMN ALL OF
YOU!!!

TRACY stands there dumbfounded.

EXT. JESSE' SPAWN SHOP-NIGHT-

ALVIN pulls up with the scooter. He lets the scooter fall on its side as he jumps off.
He grabs at the iron gates securing the front of the pawnshop.

He backs up and yells at the second story window:

ALVIN

MR. THOMPSON!!! MR. THOMPSON!!!!!

INT. JESSE'S GARAGE-NIGHT-

ALVIN kicks in the door, he turns on the light. He sees the roadster under the tarp.
He tears the tarp off.

He starts kicking at the trunk. Nothing. He gets a crowbar and pries open the trunk.

A blinding golden light fills the garage.
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ALVIN flips down his shades and reaches into the trunk.

Immediately, in the blinding golden light, spirits fly out of the trunk and around the
garage. ALVIN merely watches amused as the spirits circle around the garage and
disappear.

EXT. HARLEM-NIGHT-

Mystic clouds start rolling in. Spirits disappear into the clouds and mystic lightning
forms in the sky.

INT. SYNAGOGUE-NIGHT-

SOLLY and JESSE are in the synagogue in deep prayer. They hear the rumbling
rolling thunder. They look uP.

SOLLY

It is a sign from God---

INT. JESSE'S GARAGE-NIGHT-

ALVIN resumes reaching into the trunk. He takes out the golden sword which
eminates a blinding golden light.

He holds it high over his head.

ALVIN

TEMET---TENHO---KATTO!!!!

A burst of golden light comes from the sword, enveloping the garage in golden light.

EXT. JESSE'S PAWN SHOP-NIGHT-

A FAR LONG SHOT, the pawnshop and garage and glowing with golden light as
lightning streaks from the rolling clouds.

COSMIC ASTRAL SCENE-

The blinding golden light fades, in the background are stars and galaxies.

In the foreground, the Mighty PHOENIX, sword high over head, unfolds his wings as
he lifts his golden helmeted head back and issues a superhuman shriek which
penetrates the 3000 realms of existence.

QUICK CUT TO:

EXT. JESSE'S GARAGE-NIGHT-

With a mighty crash the purple roadster tears from the garage, reducing the wooden
door to splinters, and streaks away into the night.
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EXT. STREETS OF HARLEM-NIGHT-

The roadster tears down the street, sitting on a bus stop bench is an old man, he
looks at the roadster, and stands, slack jawed:

OLD MAN

Lord have mercy---He's back!!!

The old black man raises his fists into the air with triumph:

OLD MAN

HE'S BACK!!! HE'S BACK!!! YEEEEEHHAAAAAAAA!!!!!

The roadster streaks out of sight. QUICK CUT TO:

INT. MONSR.'S PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

The party's well over. MONSR. is on the phone. BILLY and several goons hang
loose, SAL is by the sprawling picture window cutting an apple with a switchblade,
stabbing the pieces and eating the piece.

MONSR.

You got them all set? Good, have the chopper meet me on the roof in
ten minutes---Yeah I got the---

TRACY bursts into the penthouse:

TRACY

You lying son of a bitch!! HOW DARE YOU!!

MONSR.

I'll talk to you later, just get it here.

MONSR. hangs up, TRACY immediately starts to tear into him, arms flailing, some
of the goons restrain her.

MONSR.

Did you just call me a son of a bitch???

TRACY

How could you lie to me ??? I'm your own daughter for Christ's
sake!!! You told me you were a wealthy commodities trader !!! Why
didn't you tell me you were an criminal ?!
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MONSR.

And what would you say if I said, “Daddy’s a cold blooded
killer” ???

TRACY

You even killed great gramp-gramps!!!

MONSR.

Now that's not true! he had a heart attack! I'd never hurt my own--

TRACY

You lied to me about so much---how can I believe you now?

EXT. HIGHRISE BUILDING-NIGHT-

The roadster pulls up to the valet parking. The PHOENIX jumps out.

VALET ATTENDANT

Hoo, bad outfit, brother---uh, park your car?

PHOENIX

No thanks. I'll only be a minute---

The PHOENIX looks around. He looks up to the top of the building. From under his
golden wings he pulls a small bazooka-like device which shoots a grappling straight
up which hooks to a railing at the top of the building.

A hoist lifts the PHOENIX UP to the penthouse.

INT. MONSR.'S PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

MONSR.

What about school? My money wasn't so dirty when it sent you to
France to go to school, was it ? And that fancy car you drive? I take
care of my own--- These people are just scum--- I get rid of the scum
and up the quality of my baby's life---

TRACY

Don't do this to me, daddy---
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From outside the window the PHOENIX rises into view. SAL turns around and sees
him. The PHOENIX mimes a "Ssshhh!!!" SAL runs to the MONSR., grabbing him
and making barking sounds:

MONSR.

Sal, would you chill out---I'm busy!

SAL is frantic, miming a giant bird. MONSR. pulls out a gun and points it at SAL:
MONSR. sees the PHOENIX hanging outside the window:

MONSR.

What the hell is that ???

IN SLOW MOTION the PHOENIX crashes through the window and leaps into the
penthouse.

MONSR. and the GOONS open fire, but the PHOENIX, with great agility, deflects
the bullets with his mighty golden sword: some of the bullets ricochet off and hit the
goons.

BILLY reaches for a semi-automatic. The PHOENIX swings a grappling around
BILLY's leg and yanks him out the window.

BILLY hangs upside-down by one leg: 30 floors up.

EXT. HIGHRISE BUILDING-NIGHT-

The VALET ATTENDANTS argue about the roadster:

VALET ATTENDANT

Looks like a Plymouth—

ATIENDANT 2

Man, you wouldn't know a Plymouth if it bit you on the ass---

VALET ATIENDANT

You think we should park it ?

ATTENDANT 2

No, you heard the man, he said he'd only be a few minutes---

INT. MONSR. 's PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

The shots are exhausted, with lightning Kung Fu accuracy, the PHOENIX takes on
the goons.
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MONSR. grabs TRACY and holds her at knifepoint. This halts the PHOENIX:

MONSR.

Listen, man, I don't know who or what the hell you are, but if you so
much as twitch your dick the bitch gets it---

TRACY

Daddy! ! ! What are you doing?

MONSR.

SHUT UP! ! ! Litle bitch…

MONSR. hears a helicopter approaching. He runs out of the penthouse. The
PHOENIX takes off after him.

EXT. HIGHRISE ROOFTOP-NIGHT-

The MONSR. still holding TRACY hostage, emerges onto the rooftop. A helicopter
rises over the edge of the highrise, shining its light on the rooftop.

The copter lowers down, MONSR. pushes TRACY in, then jumps in himself.

The PHOENIX makes it to the rooftop. The copter starts to take off, the PHOENIX
leaps and grabs onto the landing pads. The copter takes off, flying over Manhattan
with the PHOENIX dangling from it.

EXT. HIGHRISE BUILDING-NIGHT-

The ATTENDANTS still argue:

VALET ATTENDANT

I don't know, man, it's been 10 minutes---

ATTENDANT 2

Do what the hell you want ---

EXT. SKIES OVER MANHATTAN-NIGHT-

The PHOENIX starts pulling himself up onto the copter.
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INT. COPTER-NIGHT-

TRACY and MONSR. are cramped in with the pilot:

TRACY

Daddy---you pulled a knife on me and called me a bitch---

MONSR.

Bitch moan piss whine, you’re just like your damned mama…It doesn't
make any difference---in less than an hour all of Harlem's gonna be a
firestorm—

TRACY

What do you mean ???

MONSR.

You heard me---My boys have been busy---in an hour there will be
nothing left of Harlem---then I can buy the whole damned thing up
cheap and build my own businesses---You think I'm a wealthy
businessman now---just see me in a week---

INT. SYNAGOGUE-NIGHT-

SOLLY and JESSE are still there. The old man runs in:

OLD MAN

He's back! He's back! We’re all saved!!!

SOLLY

What the hell are you talking about???

OLD MAN

The Phoenix!!! I seen it with my own eyes---the roadster tearin' down
the street! We’re saved!!!

JESSE

Heh heh, that's my boy!

OLD MAN

Come on! ! !
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They run out of the synagogue.

EXT. SYNAGOGUE-NIGHT-

Standing outside the synagogue are seven fly goons with semiautomatics. SOLLY,
JESSE and the old man fall right into their hands.

INT. GOON'S LIMO-NIGHT-

SOLLY and JESSE are tied up in the back with a goon pointing a gun at them:

SOLLY

You didn't hafta kill him, ya no good dirty murderin' bastids!!!

GOON

We don't want his sorry black ass---the Man wants yours---

SOLLY puts up a fuss, the GOON snaps his fingers. The goon in the back takes
duct tape and wraps it around SOLLY's mouth, then JESSE's. The GOON looks at
the tape around JESSE's beard:

GOON

Oooh! That's gonna hurt when that shit comes off!!!

The goons laugh.

EXT. SKIES OVER MANHATTAN-NIGHT-

The PHOENIX works his way to the pilot’s side, then knocks on the window.

PHOENIX

Excuse me, could you pullover please, and show me your license---

The pilot loses control of the copter, it zig zags through the skyscrapers.

INT. COPTER-NIGHT-

MONSR. pulls a gun from under the seat and starts shooting at the PHOENIX,
breaking the window.

The PHOENIX pops his head in:
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PHOENIX

You know that' s not a safe thing to do---

EXT. QUEEN'S BLVD-NIGHT-

The traffic is still very tight, for being near midnight. Overhead a helicopter with the
PHOENIX attached to the side wobbles. It is apparent that it is going to land on the
busy street. Cars scramble to get out of the way.

EXT. STREETS OF QUEENS-NIGHT-

Dozens of police cars and fire trunks mobilize, tearing through the night streets.

EXT. QUEEN'S BLVD-NIGHT-

The copter sputters down on top of a big rig, before the copter lands, the PHOENIX
spreads his wings and floats off the copter to the street.

INT. COPTER-NIGHT-

The PILOT blesses himself:

PILOT

Hoo! For a minute I didn't think we'd make it!

MONSR.

What's this "we" stuff?

MONSR. shoots the pilot, then he and TRACY bailout of the copter.

EXT. QUEEN'S BLVD-NIGHT-

The MONSR., still holding onto TRACY, runs across the top of the big rig, they both
jump onto the top of a car, then run across the tops of cars until they get to a
clearing where they can run on the street.

In seconds, the copter blows sky high, taking the rig and a few cars with it.

Trailing not far behind is the PHOENIX, on foot.

MONSR. and TRACY, followed by the PHOENIX, head to the Queensborough
Bridge.
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PHOENIX

I'm afraid I'm going to have to take you in.

MONSR.

Who does this joker think he is, Eddie Murphy???

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

The goons have SOLLY and JESSE tied up behind the counter. Under the counter
is a bundle of dynamite with a timer set to go off at midnight.

GOON

So long, chumps. It's been cool doin' business wid ya'll.

The goons leave, laughing.

SOLLY and JESSE sit in the dark corner behind the counter, looking at the bomb.

The wall clock says 11:33.

EXT. QUEENS BOROUGH BRIDGE-NIGHT-

MONSR. drags TRACY through the sporadic traffic. The PHOENIX is following
behind.

Suddenly, through the traffic, the purple roadster appears with LEONARD driving.

He pulls alongside the PHOENIX:

LEONARD

Hop in!

The PHOENIX jumps into the roadster, they weave through the cars after the
MONSR.

PHOENIX

How did you know where to find me ?
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LEONARD

I been keepin' track of things---by the way, Alvin,
you left your bike at Jesse's---

The PHOENIX looks at LEONARD with surprise:

LEONARD

It’s cool, your secret's safe with me. I was at Mr. Thompson's when you
showed UP--- By the way, dope threads you got on, dog---

The PHOENIX smiles:

PHOENIX

Thanks, Leonard. Just don't lose them.

LEONARD

You can count on me, bra'.

In the sky appear police copters hovering over the bridge. The police have the
bridge sealed off.

The MONSR., with TRACY, finally climbs to the top of the ledge riggings, and stands
holding the gun at TRACY's head.

The roadster pulls UP close by, the PHOENIX royally emerges from the roadster
and approaches the MONSR.

MONSR.

Back off, man, or the bitch is toast!

PHOENIX

I don't think you want to do that, do you, Monsignor---

MONSR.

I'll do what I have to, man!

MONSR. looks at the three police copters overhead:

MONSR.

And tell them to back off, too!!

The PHOENIX looks at the copters and waves them on. They pull away and hover in
the distance.
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PHOENIX

Okay, everything's cool. Drop the piece, come along with me and no
one gets hurt---

MONSR.

Forget you, man! I'm warning you! One more step
and the bitch gets it!

TRACY

Will you STOP calling me BITCH!!??

TRACY jams her elbow into the MONSR. 's ribs, he falls back off the railing,
unfortunately pulling TRACY along with him. Her screams fade as they fall down to
the East River.

The PHOENIX leaps onto the railing, spreads his wings and launches himself off the
edge of the bridge.

TRACY and MONSR. fall to the river. The PHOENIX soars along, catching TRACY
into his arms, and soars back up to the bridge.

MONSR., however, plummets straight down into the river, amidst tug boats and
ferries.

The MONSR. crashes into the river.

On the bridge, the PHOENIX, with TRACY in his arms, alights safely to the
thunderous applause of everyone on the bridge.

TRACY gets set down, the PHOENIX and TRACY walk back to the roadster where
waits LEONARD. The police immediately head to the edge of the bridge.

PHOENIX

I'm sorry it had to end that way, but at least you're safe, and the terror
is over.

TRACY

It hasn't even started!

PHOENIX

Come again???
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TRACY

He was telling me that he had all of his men plant bombs in all the
shops in old Harlem--They're set to all go off at midnight turning
Harlem into a fireball---

LEONARD looks at his watch:

LEONARD

Man, we better beat our feet, it's already 11:40---

LEONARD and TRACY jump into the rumble seat of the roadster, the PHOENIX
takes command, together, they all tear away from the bridge, leaving the rest to the
cops.

IN THE RIVER BELOW the MONSR. emerges, thrashing and gasping, calling for
help. he tries to stay afloat. Suddenly, from under the water, the GODFATHER, with
seaweed in his hair, bobs up:

GODFATHER

Come on in, son! The water's fine!

The GODFATHER drags the screaming MONSR. under the water until no bubbles
remain.

INT. MONSR.'S PENTHOUSE-NIGHT-

The goons return to find the penthouse in pieces and no one around:

GOON

Hoo-eee. They musta had some righteous partyin' goin' down here---
Iookit this mess---

The GOON goes to the broken window and sees BILLY still hanging there:

GOON

Hey, dawg! Watchall doin' hangin' down there ?

BILLY

MY EYEBALLS ARE POPPIN'! MY EYEBALLS ARE POPPIN' ! ! !
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GOON

Need some help ?

BILLY

No, shitwit! I’m enjoyin' this!!!

GOON walks away from the window:

GOON

Suit ya'self, dawg--- Man, I'm hungry, I wonder if
they's any food left---

The GOON heads to the kitchen. He digs around the kitchen: Nothing. On the
counter he sees a time bomb.

GOON

Aw shit, man! I forgot this one!

He reaches for it. QUICK CUT TO:

EXT. HIGHRISE BUILDING-NIGHT-

A FAR FAR AWAY SHOT as the penthouse explodes blowing the entire roof of the
highrise off.

EXT. POLICE STATION HARLEM HQ-NIGHT-

The roadster is parked outside.

INT. POLICE STATION HARLEM HQ-NIGHT

The PHOENIX informs the police:

PHOENIX

So that's it---we have less than ten minutes to find these bombs and
disarm Harlem---

POLICE SGT.

Right, Phoenix! I'll get all the men on it!

EXT. HARLEM-NIGHT-
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Harlem looks like a war zone as bomb squads, fire trucks and police cars invade
every business and residence.

The residents are rounded UP into trucks and taken to safety.

INT. CORNER MARKET-NIGHT-

The bomb squad finds a bomb under the cash register, they seal it in a container
and whisk it away.

EXT. STREETS OF QUEENS-NIGHT-

The roadster streaks along the expressways heading back to Harlem back over the
river.

TRACY to LEONARD:

TRACY

Don't I know you from someplace?

LEONARD

I'm a friend of de family---

INT. DRUG STORE-NIGHT-

A bomb is discovered behind a rack of condoms.

INT. LIQUOR STORE-NIGHT-

Another bomb is found by the Southern Comfort.

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

Three more minutes before the bomb blows. Outside: the glare of headlights
approaching.

EXT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

The purple roadster screeches up. The PHOENIX, followed by LEONARD, jump out
and run around to the back door. TRACY stays by the roadster.

ALLEY BEHIND THE DELI, The PHOENIX kicks the door down. He and LEONARD
run in.

INT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

The PHOENIX and LEONARD look around the dark:
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LEONARD

Over here, man!

Behind the counter they see SOLLY and JESSE gagged and tied up. The PHOENIX
looks at the bomb: 2 minutes.

PHOENIX

There's no time to disarm it---we have to get them out of here!

The PHOENIX picks up JESSE, LEONARD slings SOLLY over his shoulder:

Together they run out of the deli.

EXT. SOLLY'S DELI-NIGHT-

The PHOENIX and LEONARD, carrying JESSE and SOLLY, run from the back of
the building and to the roadster:

PHOENIX

Get inside the car and cover your head!!!

Everybody piles into the roadster just as SOLLY'S DELI lights up the night sky in a
huge fireball, glass and iron gating flying everywhere.

When the explosion is over they all pick up their heads to look at the fire.

SOLLY and JESSE have the tape removed from their mouths and wrists.

SOLLY

I only have one ting to say---Where da hell was you ???
We coulda been killed in there!!!

PHOENIX

Sorry---we had a little traffic.

The PHOENIX looks at JESSE:

JESSE

That's my boy. You knew just what to do---

The PHOENIX smiles. At that moment JESSE goes into cardiac arrest.

LEONARD

Hey, man, you okay! Hey, get this dude an ambulance! ! !
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SOLLY

Aw, Jesse, not now---not after all we been through---

CUT TO:

Later, an ambulance streaks away with JESSE inside.

The PHOENIX goes to LEONARD:

PHOENIX [sotto voce]

Take care of Solly and Tracy---I'll catch up with you at the hospital---

LEONARD

You got it. See ya later.

The PHOENIX gets into his roadster and speeds away into the night.

INT. HOSPITAL-NIGHT-

THE LOBBY WAITING ROOM, In it are SOLLY, LEONARD and TRACY. The
elevator door opens, ALVIN emerges.

SOLLY

Well look what ta hell the cat dragged in, where ta hell you been all
night?

ALVIN

I'm sorry, man---you hear about mom and dad ?

SOLLY

I heard---I'm so sorry, Alvin---I really am.

ALVIN

How's Mr. Thompson doing?

SOLLY

Not good---

A doctor comes out:
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DOCTOR

Which one of you is Alvin Tibbs ?

ALVIN

Uh, I am, sir---

DOCTOR

Mr. Thompson would like to see you---

The doctor takes ALVIN away.

SOLLY

Friends for over sixty years and who does he want to see ?

LEONARD smiles a broad "Cat that ate the canary" smile, he knows.

INT. JESSE'S HOSPITAL WARD-NIGHT-

A ward with four other beds. The doctor takes ALVIN to JESSE's bedside.

DOCTOR

There he is. I'll leave you two for a minute---

The doctor leaves. ALVIN goes right to JESSE's side.

JESSE

Son---I’m so sorry about you folks. They were good people---

ALVIN

How you doing, Mr. Thompson?

JESSE

Will you please call me Jesse—

ALVIN

Okay, Jesse---you hanging in there?
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JESSE

I'm afraid not. This is the end of the line for this old man.
I'm glad you found the power---

ALVIN

Power ???

JESSE

The power of the Phoenix---the lineage is yours, son--- It's a heavy
responsibility, but it's a great reward--- Use the power wisely---
Whenever there's trouble, you can take care of it. I only ask two things
of you-

ALVIN

What's that, Jesse?

JESSE

Keep an eye on Solly---and maybe give that little fat guy a break---

ALVIN

You mean Leonard ?

JESSE

Everyone needs some help. Your daddy helped out whenever he
could back when--- when---when--- ?

ALVIN

Yeah, Jesse ?

JESSE

It's time. Take care of yourself---

JESSE lets a broad smile. ALVIN can see that on one of JESSE's teeth is a gold
star with a diamond chip in it.

The smile fades, JESSE is dead. ALVIN takes JESSE's hand as the whine from the
EKG machine pierces the air.

CUT TO:
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EXT. CEMETERY-MORNING-

A triple burial ceremony for BENJAMIN and BEA TIBBS and JESSE THOMPSON.
TRACY is alongside ALVIN.

SOLLY and CUNNINGHAM stand together with LEONARD.

MINISTER

Lord, you have taken these three fine people, Benjamin Tibbs, Beatrice Tibbs
and Jesse Thompson, away from us under bad situations, but the mercy of
the Lord is infinite, for we know that they are now with God in a place where
love abounds and all men are brothers until the end of time. Ashes to ashes,
dust to dust---

The MINISTER closes his Bible. The attendants at the ceremony throw red roses on
the caskets.

The funeral wreaths are removed and the caskets are lowered into the earth.

ALVIN stands there with his shades flipped down to cover the tears.

TRACY

You okay?

ALVIN

I'm fine--- How about you?

TRACY

I guess we all lost somebody last night--yeah--I'll be okay---

ALVIN hugs TRACY as they and BENNY walk off together. SOLLY is bitching to
CUNNINGHAM:

SOLLY

Jesus, Wilbert, looks like it's just you an' me now---
Did I tell YOU I got a call from my cousin, Bernard ?

CUNNINGHAM

No, Solly, you didn't---
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SOLLY

Says he's opening up a deli, wants to know if I want to work for him---
Bernard's a pain in the ass, but I'm too young to retire, know what I
mean, eh ???

CUNNINGHAM

I heard that, brother!

LEONARD runs after ALVIN.

LEONARD

Hey, brother! Wait up!

ALVIN and TRACY stop:

LEONARD

I'll be seeing you real soon, won't I?

ALVIN

Yeah---You can count on it, Leonard---

LEONARD

Alright! Later, man!

ALVIN

Later, brother.

ALVIN and TRACY walk away to the car, arms around each other:

TV ANNOUNCER [voice over]

Tonight there is a familiar sight, a welcome sight to those who were
around in the forties, for last night heralded the much welcomed return
of the crimefighter of Harlem, the Phoenix. Who, or what, the Phoenix
is no one knows, but after 60 years---welcome back!

DISSOLVE TO-
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EXT. HARLEM-NIGHT-

A final tableau shows a tall apartment building with fire escapes weaving to the
ground. Lines of laundry hang between buildings. TILTING UP TO THE ROOFTOP,
showing the PHOENIX and his sidekick, the GRIFFIN (LEONARD), silhouetted by a
full moon as the PHOENIX raises his sword high above his head, spreading his
magnificent golden wings.

FADE OUT


